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1 Introduction 

This report covers the design of the Plymouth University Leg-Powered Submarine Engineering (PULSE) team’s 

entry in to the 13
th

 International Submarine Races (ISR). 

 

In 2014, PULSE designed and built its first human-powered submarine for the second European International 

Submarine Races, held in the UK, Figure 1.  Reliability was the main design driver and so all systems were kept 

mechanical and simple. Two students (of four student team members in 2014) were chosen as potential pilots 

for the submarine and their heights were used to fix the overall size of the submarine.   

 

 
Figure 1 – Mayflower at eISR. 

 

The resulting submarine, Mayflower, came third in the general classification and won the prize for reliability, 

with no aborted runs recorded.  For the 13
th

 ISR, Mayflower was modified: components were replaced and 

upgraded where necessary and improvements to the design were undertaken to reflect the different 

challenges that ISR represents. 

 

The main design driver for 2015 was to upgrade the current submarine and to use it as a platform for testing 

new systems.  All changes being made were designed to be compatible with the current systems and 

components so that a working submarine was always available. 

 

This report covers the major design decisions of Mayflower that occurred in 2014 and detail of the propeller 

and drive systems.  The second part of this report covers the modifications to the design by subsystem and 

also details testing that was undertaken to quantify the submarine’s performance.  

2 Critical dates and team responsibilities 

This academic year the submarine was the subject of numerous student projects: 

• Four BEng/BSc dissertation projects (PRME304/PRME305) 

o Moveable ballast/buoyancy for dynamic roll control 

o Variable pitch propeller mechanisms 

o Update of numerical methods for propeller design 

o Benchmark testing of current submarine performance 

• Three group design projects (DSGN313) 

o 2 x Variable twist propeller solution 

o 1 x Submarine control systems 

• Class case-studies for CFD (MECH528), design (DSGN215) and composites (MATS333) 
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The four students undertaking the dissertation projects form the new members of PULSE.  It is hoped that 

some of them will stay at the University for the MEng year, thus increasing the continuity of knowledge 

transfer.  Those involved in group design projects on the submarine are also being encouraged to join in. 

 

The schedule of the design and build is subject to numerous constraints.  For the BEng and BSc students, 

project work had to be finished by 27
th

 April 2015.  To allow enough time for shipping to the USA and 

clearance through customs, a provisional shipping deadline has been set for 10
th

 June.  In addition, there were 

several deadlines imposed by the ISR competition itself that must be adhered to. 

 

In theory all work must be complete on the submarine before shipping, however, in practice, some small 

modifications can be made (and indeed, may be necessary) once in the USA.  Table 1 lists the major tasks 

planned for the upgrade of Mayflower along with provisional completion dates and those responsible. 

 

Table 1 – Major tasks planned for the upgrade of Mayflower.  Priority is given a score from 1 (critical) to 4 (low) 

Category Task Persons 

responsible 

Priority Approx 

finish date 

Additional 

P
ro

p
e

ll
e

rs
 Pitch mechanism 

built 

OP, NA,  3 25/05/15 Go/no go decision by 27/04/15. 

Work after shipping possible 

Composite 

propeller blades 

MATS333 

students 

3 01/04/15 First blades may not be suitable, 

iteration may be necessary 

Ballast Active ballast 

system 

DMs 3 10/06/15 Go/no go decision by end of 

BEng project  

H
u

ll
 a

n
d

 

h
a

tc
h

 

Hatch 

modification 

RM, BS, DMn, DO, 

MM 

1 10/06/15  

Integration of 

flashing beacon 

DO, DMn, MM 1 10/06/15  

New paint job DO, DMn, MM, JC 4 10/06/15  

Control 

system 

Maintenance DMn, DO, MM, JC 2   

Fin upgrade DMn, DO 2  Fins can be manufactured after 

shipping takes place if necessary 

C
o

m
p

e
ti

ti
o

n
 

re
q

u
ir

e
m

e
n

ts
 

Report outline All 1 12/05/15  

Submarine info 

sheet 

All 1 17/04/15  

Registration 

forms 

All  01/05/15  

Final report due All 1 01/06/15  

Hotel 

reservations 

KMC 1 24/05/15  

 

After the completion of the BEng and BSc projects, the decision will be taken to incorporate those projects into 

the submarine.  Work will be prioritised based on the urgency ascribed to each task (see Table 1) 

 

 

3 Key design drivers and early decisions of first Mayflower 

It was decided that to eliminate mechanical losses in the drive train, rigidity was essential.  To achieve this, a 

very stiff laminate, or an internal support structure for the shell would be needed.  It was decided that a stiff 

internal frame was to be made.  This meant that the laminate for the hull only needed to resist the 

hydrodynamic forces of the forward motion. To simplify construction, the frame was made from aluminium 

box section.   
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Although the submarine design process was not linear, the design rationale can be summarised as follows: 

Decide on most important factor diving design 

Decide on likely pilots for submarine 

Decide on power transfer mechanism 

Choose hull form based on pilot size 

Choose propulsion strategy Fix frame dimensions 

Design gear box Design propeller Fix hatch and window locations 

Design control systems 

Design safety buoy mechanism 

Fix component location – calculate trim and buoyancy 

 

Another key parameter that influenced the design of the submarine was the propulsion method.  This would 

be two contra-rotating propellers mounted on two hubs that would follow the profile of the shell, with the 

first starting at an outer diameter of 200 mm.  To drive these, a pedal powered gearbox was used.  It was this 

decision that dictated the amount of space that will be needed in the hull. 

 

In 2014, PULSE was a small team of four student members, and so pilot selection was a quick process.  Of the 

four members, three were of a similar height.  Of those chosen three, one had work commitments so could 

not spare the time to be SCUBA trained, leaving two students to share piloting responsibilities.  Thus the 

starting point for the submarine design was that it had to be designed for a slim, 1.85 m (6’ 1”) male. 

 

3.1 Design of the hull 
Once the overall size of the submarine was fixed, the form of the hull was decided upon.  Manufacturing of the 

hull was delayed because of problems with subcontractors, so the geometry of the hull was simplified.  The 

hull of the submarine was created in two halves from glass fibre reinforced plastic, with some additional 

carbon fibre stiffening ribs, and bonded together.   

 

The mould for each half was made by hand at Plymouth University as was the plug for the mould.  Initially 

three halves were due to be made, with the first half being used to develop the layup and resin-infusion 

methodology.  Time pressures meant that only two halves were completed and so the first half was designated 

at the top of the submarine since the frame and drive train were to be bonded into the bottom half.  The 

second hull section made was then the bottom half was this given additional stiffening ribs, as shown in Figure 

2. 

 

 
Figure 2 – One half of the hull after demoulding.  Glass fibre reinforced plastic forms the main part of the body with 

additional stiffening ribs of carbon fibre visible through the resin (black stripes). 
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Once bonded together, the hatches were cut into the hull and the nose was removed to allow the PETG nose 

cone to be attached to the hull.  This was done with silicone sealant. 

 

Modelling of the window evolved through the entire design process.  Initially, a segment facing downwards 

was considered in order to reduce complexity for manufacturing.  It soon became apparent that this was 

inadequate for the pilot is not visible to the safety divers at the race.  To improve visibility a straight cut dome 

was modelled providing a vast improvement on the original in terms of visibility. 

 

3.2 Power transmission 
The design of the drivetrain was driven by lessons learnt from teams at previous races and focused on 

reliability, optimum mechanical efficiency and adjustability.   

 

Power was input using a bicycle crank mechanism which in turn drives three matched bevel gears.  These gears 

provided contra-rotation to a pair of propeller shafts (one inside the other).  The overall gear ratio was 1:2 and 

could only be changed by switching the chain-ring.  A frame was built to help reduce shaft misalignments and a 

sprung jockey wheel used to maintain adequate chain tension, shown in Figure 3.  An analysis into the failure 

modes (FMECA) was undertaken and this can be found in Appendix D. 

 

 
Figure 3 – Power transmission overview. 

 

The gear box housing was made from aluminium plate and covered four sides of the gears.   

 

The overall mechanical efficiency of the system was calculated using bearing efficiency data from SKF 2013 and 

chain efficiency data from Wilson (2004). ������� � ���	
��� ∗ ��	
� ∗ ���	��  ������� � 0.9518 ∗ 0.9604 ∗ 0.986 � 0.901 � 90.1% 

Therefore for a power input of 350W, 315.4W was available at the propellers, i.e. 15 Nm torque per propeller 

at 100 RPM. 

 

Experiments to verify the drive train efficiency form part of student dissertation projects this year and it is 

anticipated that the results will be presented in the full report. 

 

3.2.1 Gears 

Bevel gears were chosen to convert the power from the bicycle cranks in to contra rotation at the propellers 

because they are the most efficient crossed axis gear mechanism, as shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 – Cross axis gear efficiencies, MeadInfo (2012) 

Gear Bevel Helical Worm 

Efficiency [%] 95-99 94-98 50-90 

 

Straight bevel gears were chosen because although they have a slightly reduced efficiency (-2%) compared to 

spiral gears, they were approximately three times cheaper and more resilient to shaft misalignments.  Gear 

materials such as Delrin and stainless steel were considered however due to strength/expense considerations, 

EN8 steel was chosen instead.  Figure 4 shows the placement of the gears within the gearbox. 

 

 
Figure 4 – Gear box main components. 

 

The calculations in Appendix E show the chosen size and material of the chosen gears was suitable. They also 

give the gear reaction forces used to calculate shaft deflection later.  Corresponding formulas have been 

obtained from BS ISO 10300; 2001 and the following assumptions are made; Worst case loading i.e. max 

power input transferred through one tooth on each gear, and only two gears interacting.  The resulting factor 

of safety of 4.5 was deemed more than adequate.  

 

3.2.2 Shafts 

Since the shafts would be subject to torsion, bending and axial loading at the same time, Mohr’s combined 

stress theory was used in combination with the Von Mises yield criterion for calculating the factor of safety 

(FoS).  As the shafts were a critical part of the submarine, a factor of safety of at least 3 was required.  Since 

any misalignment of the bevel gears would reduce mechanical efficiency, it was essential to ensure the 

deflection of the shafts at the gears was tolerable.  Norton (2000) recommends that deflections at the gears 

should not exceed 1.27 mm and that the relative slope between the gears’ axes is less than 1.7 degrees. 

 

The calculations for each shaft all followed the same procedure: 

• Shaft size estimated and the resulting stresses found for the worst loading conditions 

• Spreadsheet “goal seek” function used to adjust the shaft diameters for a FoS of 3 

• Diameters rounded up to suit the nearest standard size of bar or tube (also restricted by standard 

bearing and minimum gear bore sizes) 

• Calculations redone to give the actual FoS 

 

Appendix G presents these calculations ensuring shaft deflections and stresses are all within limits.  A summary 

of which is presented below: 

• Minimum FoS is 3.05 and is in the inner shaft 
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• Maximum deflection at the gears occurs on the inner shaft is 0.3 mm which is within Norton’s (2000) 

recommended limit 

• Maximum angular deflection at the gears is 0.45°, even if both meshing gears deflected by this 

amount the relative slope would only be 0.9°, easily within Norton’s (2000) recommended limits 

• At maximum deflection of both contra-rotating shafts, 2.7 mm clearance is still available. Showing 

they will not clash. 

• Maximum angle of twist occurs in the inner shaft at 13° this is tolerable and any effect on 

performance will be negligible 

 

As the propeller shafts and bearings were made from ANSI 316 stainless steel and the housings from 

aluminium, the effects of galvanic corrosion had to be considered.  Using a metals compatibility chart, UnBrako 

(2013), these metals were found to compatible providing they are not exposed to salt water during testing.  

Despite Plymouth’s proximity to the sea, all testing has been planned for fresh water. 

 

3.2.3 Bearings 

The design uses deep-groove ball bearings owing to their ability to handle combined radial and axial loads.  

Whilst polymer/glass bearing were investigated, the reaction forces in the gearbox exceeded their limits and 

so stainless steel variants were chosen. 

 

Both the gears and bearings used Castrol Spheerol SX 2 Calcium complex grease for lubrication.  This product is 

commonly used in marine environments due to its excellent wash off resistance and corrosion protection. 

 

3.2.4 Hub design 

The design of the hubs was driven by a brief specification, Table 3.  Since the propeller hubs related an 

interface between two subsystems (propeller and drivetrain), the design process was conducted 

collaboratively by the two people responsible for those subsystems. 

 

Table 3 - Hub design specifications 

Hub assembly must: 

Continue the angle of the hull (20°), to maintain a good flow and a sleek look 

Interact with the shafts appropriately to give the contra-rotating motion 

Have a smooth transition to propeller blades, to maintain good flow 

Be easily removable 

Not react with materials in close proximity, i.e. steel shaft in water 

Front hub must: Rear hub must: 

House a bearing to support inner shaft Have a tapered hole, so it sits securely on inner shaft, 

and cannot interact with front hub 

Have a recess for a plate to secure bearing  

Have a recess for flange on other side, which outer 

shaft attaches to. 

 

Hole through centre for inner shaft to pass  

 

Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show how the designs of the hubs met the specification given in Table 3.  
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Figure 5 – Front hub design. 

 
Figure 6 – Front view of hubs co-located. 

 
Figure 7 – Annotated rear view of hubs together. 

 

Section  5.2 discusses the changes to be made to the propeller hub to incorporate the variable-pitch propeller 

mechanism that is an innovation for 2015. 

 

3.2.5 Propeller design 

For eISR 2014, it was decided that a contra-rotating propeller would be used.  The main reasons for doing this 

were: 

• Maximise the submarine’s efficiency given its limited input power 

• Balancing out of the torque effect  

 

The design procedure used for these propellers was similar for both the front and rear propellers, however the 

rear propeller was altered to account for the change in flow imposed from the front propeller.   

 

Slot for bearing, to 

support inner shaft. 

Recess for plate 

that will hold 

bearing in place. 

Recess for flange 

plate that will 

attach onto outer 

shaft, and thus 

spin the front hub. 

Tapered hole through 

rear hub to stop it 

moving in the direction 

of the front hub.  

Secured with a bolt on 

the end of the shaft. 

Recess on hub for 

propellers to attach 

to, with threaded 

holes. 
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A method proposed by Larabee (1979) was used to design each blade set.  This method starts from the optimal 

circulation distribution for the propeller blade and gives simple relationships between chord and angle of 

attack for the optimal propeller under design conditions (Eppler and Hepperle 1984, pp. 445-460).  

 

The front propeller was designed first, the second propeller then used the same chord distribution and radius, 

however velocity triangles were applied to the give an altered desired geometry by altering the angle of attack 

at each blade element.  The radius of the secondary propeller set should ideally be reduced to approximately 

85% of the front propeller, in this case this was achieved by the angle of the propeller hubs.  Figure 8 shows 

the propeller blades as part of the hub assembly. 

 

  
Figure 8 – Propeller blades and their placement within the hubs. 

 

The propeller blades were cast from aluminium bronze by a sub-contracting company (Teignbridge Propellers 

Ltd.).  The blades were then finished and the bosses were machined at Plymouth University.  Figure 9 shows 

the blades in their rough cast and finished states. 

 

 
Figure 9 – Propeller blades as delivered by the subcontractors (left) and finished and on the submarine (right). 

 

The propellers were identified as an important system to upgrade.  More details of this can be found in 

Section  5.2. 
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3.3 Submarine framework 
 

Support structure purpose 

• Support the rear shaft bearing mount, keeping it in line with the gearbox 

• Support any forces produced by the pilot during pedalling to prevent the pilot floating around or 

damage being done to the hull 

• Transmit propeller thrust into the hull 

Subsystem constraints 

• Space for the control surface subsystem must be available near the aft of the submarine 

• Reaction forces imposed on hull walls must be kept to a minimum 

 

To ensure the device is as easy to repair/modify as possible, all parts of the design are to be kept as modular as 

possible to enable ease of repair and modification.  Welded joints and other permanent fixtures were 

therefore avoided in the design wherever possible. 

 

Figure 10 shows the pilot in situ in the hull. 

 

 
Figure 10 – Pilot position in the submarine (top) and view of the shoulder restraining mechanism (bottom). 

 

To verify that the reaction forces at the hull mounting points would be small, a simple beam element analysis 

was performed using truss theory as shown in Figure 11.  ‘Sopromat - Truss and frame analysis tool’ (2010) was 

used to model the frame, this program is based on the stiffness method for truss analysis as described in 

Hibbeler (2009).  The structure was subdivided into a series of discrete finite elements with their end points as 

nodes from which the force-displacement properties of each element could be determined.  The model used 

relied on the assumption that the beam joints were ridged and the hull interfaces could be represented as 

fixed joints.  The pilots’ reaction forces act equally and oppositely at the bottom bracket and shoulder supports.  

Propeller thrust force is negligible in comparison.  

 

 
Figure 11 – Frame forces were calculated at points A, B, C and D based on truss theory. 

 

B 

A D 

C 
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Table 4 shows calculated reaction forces. The largest force was at support D, in practice this force is split  

between two mounting brackets, so the max force at each would be -464 N. 

 

Table 4 – Calculated reaction forces 

Support X forces [N] Y forces [N] 

A 483 1 

B 178 130 

C 208 -209 

D -868 79 

 

3.4 Control system 
The control of the submarine was previously achieved using a mechanical handle bar system that connected to 

the control surface shafts via bicycle cables.  

 

The planes were based on NACA0009 profiles and manufactured from high density polystyrene shapes cut on a 

hot wire cutter.  The force from the shaft was transferred from the skin of the plane to the shaft by a load 

transfer sleeve that fit over the shaft and housed the polystyrene fin. 

 

The complete assembly was coated with two layers of 450 g/m
2
 chopped strand fibreglass matting matrix in an 

epoxy resin.  Epoxy resin was used to maintain integrity of the planes as the cheaper polyester resin was found 

to dissolve polystyrene.  The finished fins were assembled onto threaded shafts and were held in place with 

two nuts above and below the fin.  The aspect ratio of the fins and the nuts protruding from the tips (for 

example, see Figure 12 on page 10) meant that the drag produced by the fins was high and Section  5.3 details 

the changes that were made. 

 

3.5 Submarine safety 
The safety of the students working with the submarine was taken into account during the design in line with 

the rules of the eISR and the ISR.  First, the main access hatch was made to be larger than the body of the pilot, 

as shown in Figure 10.  This would allow a quick exit should there be any problems and reduce pilot panic.   

 

 
Figure 12 – Testing the pilot position while the submarine rests on a cradle in a swimming pool (left).  The hatch cover is 

off to aid communication and the back of the pilot can be seen emerging from the main hatch.  Detail of the 

maintenance hatch (right). 

 

As can also be seen in Figure 12, at the rear of the submarine were two smaller maintenance hatches.  These 

were used for access to the mechanisms and pedals.  These were necessary to gain access to the pilot’s shoes, 

which would facilitate an emergency evacuation. 

 

To alert the safety divers to a problem with the submarine, it is a requirement of both eISR and ISR that a 

safety buoy be included.  The safety buoy was integrated into the hull such that the outer cover of the buoy 
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formed part of the hull’s outer surface, Figure 13.  It was made from closed-cell foam bonded to a central 

spindle around which 5 mm floating line was wound.  One end of the floating line was tied to the main frame 

of the submarine and the other end was secured to the spindle.  At the base of the spindle, a metal tab was 

held in place by a brake disc calliper that was held closed during races by the pilot via a bicycle brake handle. 

 

 
Figure 13 – View of safety buoy and floating line. 

 

The location of the buoyant parts and the asymmetric shape of the buoy meant that when was released, it not 

only stood proud of the water surface but it tended to rotate which increased its visibility.  The size of the 

floating line meant that tangles were avoided and the whole system was easy to reset after a controlled 

release of the buoy. 

 

4 Testing and validation 

To evaluate the performance of the current design, and to help predict the expected speed of the submarine, 

the drag coefficient of the submarine was calculated.  This was done using two methods: experimentally and 

numerically.  The experimental drag coefficient will be used to help validate the computational fluid dynamic 

(CFD) simulations undertaken by the MECH528 students.   

 

4.1 Experimental determination of drag coefficient 
Drag testing of the submarine took place in the Ocean Basin in the School of Marine Science and Engineering’s 

COAST laboratory.  The basin is a 15 m x 35 m long fresh water wave basin, Figure 14.  It has 24 force-

controlled wave makers and its central floor section can be raised to above the surface of the water and 

lowered to give a maximum working depth of 3 m.  
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Figure 14 – View of the Ocean Basin from the paddles 

4.1.1 Drag theory 

In the horizontal direction, there are two forces acting on the submarine (assuming that no lift is generated by 

the control fins), shown in Figure 15. 

 

 
Figure 15 – Free body diagram of the submarine 

Using Newton’s second law, Eq. 1 describes the motion of the submarine. 

�� � ��� ,  !"#"	�� � 	 %�&%&'  

 '!"#"()#":			+ , - � ���  
 

1 

 

 

2 

 

 

Where m is the combined mass of the submarine and the added mass. 

Since the drag force is a function of velocity:  

-#./ � 	12 1234�5&	 
 

3 

 

 

Where ρ is the fluid density, A is the wetted surface area of the submarine and Cd is the drag coefficient.  The 

motion of the submarine is given by: 

+ , 121234�5& � ���  4 

 

By substituting 6 � 789:&�  

The resulting differential equation is: +� � �� ; 6�5& 
5 
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In Eqn. 5, all variables except for q are known, estimable or measurable. 

 

4.1.2 Experimental Method 

The submarine was submerged with the propellers removed but additional ballast to render the submarine 

neutrally buoyant in the Ocean Basin.  The main hatch and the access flaps were taped down to the submarine 

to prevent them from dislodging.  Neutral buoyancy and level trim were achieved with the floor of the basin at 

approximately 1.2 m depth. 

 

The submarine was tethered at the front, by inserting a line through the air holes just rear of the nose cone 

and tying the tether to the frame of the submarine.  The tether rope ran from the front of the submarine 

through a pulley fixed to the front of the gantry (pulley 1, Figure 16) and through to a pulley located on the 

crane-mount I-beam (pulley 2).  On the free end of this rope, masses were hung to provide constant force to 

pull the submarine through the water. 

 

The tether attached to the back was tied through the eye-bolt that was screwed into the rear-most section of 

the hub.  This was a stiff elastic cord (Dyneema) to provide a slower deceleration of the submarine if it reached 

the end of the tether rope.  The elastic rope was attached to a stiff, high-tensile strength line (a kite surfing line) 

that rand through another pulley at the beach end of the Ocean Basin and to the trigger point.  The trigger was 

a sprung mechanism that held the rear tether of the submarine, thus counteracting the force due to the 

masses tethered to the front of the submarine. 

 

Cameras were placed inside the submarine nose cone and as positioned in Figure 16 to record the progression 

of the submarine and the falling masses.  These were constantly recording, and so no trigger was necessary. 

 

 

 
Figure 16 – Set-up of the Ocean Basin drag test 

 

Before each experimental run, the submarine was pulled back to its rearmost position in the basin using the 

rear tether line, thus raising the masses, and the trigger was set.  Figure 17 shows the submarine undergoing a 

drag test. 

 

Two different forces were used to pull the submarine (5.5 kg and 10.5 kg) and at using the larger force, the 

submarine pulled with a trailing hatch to quantify how much extra drag had been produced during the eISR 

runs. 
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Figure 17 – Submarine being towed in the Ocean Basin 

 

4.1.3 Analysis 

The cameras were used to determine the velocity and acceleration of the falling masses throughout the 

experiment.  If the rope pulling the submarine is taut throughout, the kinematics of the masses will be that of 

the submarine and hence the velocity and the acceleration of the submarine will be known.   

 

For each experiment, the instantaneous velocity and acceleration were used to derive the value of q by 

quadratic regression.   

 

The drag coefficient is derived from the value of q.  Table 5 gives the parameters needed to calculate the drag 

coefficient using Eqn. 5. 

 

 

Table 5 – Parameters used to calculate the drag coefficient of the submarine. 

Parameter Units Provenance Notes 

T N Measured Force used to pull submarine, mass on tether via pulley 

m kg Estimation Use added mass estimation for cylinder or appropriate 

shape 

xddot m/s
2

 Measured Measure mass dynamics rather than submarine to get 

acceleration 

xdot m/s Measured Velocity of falling mass 

q   Derived from quadratic fitting of data  

Rho Kg/m
3
 Look up value Fresh water at “room temperature” 

A M
2
 Estimation from 

CAD model or 

calculation 

Wetted surface area not frontal cross section, including 

fins 

Cd - Calculated Final result 

 

4.1.4 Results 

The measurements of the submarine’s velocity and acceleration were noisy and showed a large spread.  Figure 

18 shows the results for all experiments for which the hatch was still attached, excluding the first and last data 

from each run as these typically were prone to the most errors in recording the correct position. 
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Figure 18 – Drag test results used to derive the drag coefficient of the submarine  

 

Equation 5 was used to calculate the value of q for each time step in each experiment and this was used to find 

the drag coefficient based on the calculated wetted surface area of the submarine.  The mean and the 

standard deviation of all 49 values were used to calculate the 95% confidence interval of the drag coefficient, 

Table 6.  The process was repeated for the experimental runs with the hatch in place and the results are 

summarised in Table 6. 

 

Table 6 – Drag coefficients for the submarine 

Experiment type Mean drag coefficient Standard deviation 95% confidence interval 

With hatch in 

place 

0.0784 0.0042 0.0664 – 0.0903 

With hatch being 

towed 

0.1949 0.1095 0.1634 – 0.2263 

Increase owing 

to hatch drag 

2.37 times   

 

4.2 Numerical simulations 
The students on the MECH528 Computational fluid dynamics programme analysed the Mayflower submarine 

hull form and suggested improvements to the design.  Due to the timing of the academic year, these were too 

late to incorporate into the 2015 submarine design.  Their findings are summarised here. 

 

The drag coefficient of the submarine hull (with no control fins attached) was found by number following 

Tamai’s method
1
.  First the drag coefficient of a flat plate operating at the same Reynolds was found: 

Cd  flat = 0.0032 and converted to a drag coefficient for a streamlined body using Eqn. 6, where D is the diameter 

of the submarine (D = 0.68 m) and L is the length (L = 2.44 m). 

 

                                                                 
1
 The Leading Edge, Goro Tamai, 1999, SBN-13: 978-0837608600 
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This resulted in a predicted drag coefficient of the Mayflower hull of Cd, wet = 0.0044.  Assuming four NACA0012 

foils for the control surfaces (which is not unreasonable after the fibre glass was added to the NACA0009 

sections of the first Mayflower, see Section  3.4), the drag force acting on the Mayflower operating at 2.35 m/s 

(4.6 kn) was Fd = 60 N.   

 

4.3 Discussion 
The experimental values are higher than a typical streamlined body, and are an order of magnitude higher 

than the value calculated by the numerical simulations.  This is likely to be the result of several factors.  The 

Qualisys marker system could not be used and so the determination of the position of the falling masses had 

to be done by estimating the time at which the falling masses passed vertical markers from the video footage.  

This introduced a lot of noise in the data which was then amplified as the velocity and acceleration were 

derived.  Additionally, the fins were left in place during the testing which would have created more drag than 

estimated in the previous section since it was likely that the fins were at a non-zero angle of attack owing to 

the fin shafts being in the centre chord position of the fins.  This would have created an induced drag which 

would be considerable. 

 

More interesting is the comparison between the hatch on and the hatch off experiments.  If the drag 

coefficient does increase by 2.37 times, then the top speed achievable by the Mayflower would be much 

higher. 

 

5 Design review and critical upgrades 

A critical review of the submarine’s performance at eISR 2014 was undertaken and highlighted many areas for 

improvement, despite the success of the team.  During the eISR 2014, Mayflower’s main hatch and access 

hatches were a large source of parasitic drag.  This was particularly noticeable when the main hatch detached 

mid-run and was towed by the submarine.  Despite this extra drag, Mayflower achieved a top speed of 

4.6 knots. 

 

It was decided that modification of the propeller had the second greatest cost/benefit ratio in terms of 

improvement of the submarine’s performance.  If a propeller can be manufactured from composites, the total 

weight of the submarine can be reduced, which could increase the top speed.  An improved propeller design 

would also allow a greater speed to be reached.  The risk associated with the propeller modifications is low 

since the old propeller set will remain functional on Mayflower so the risk associated with non-completion is 

mitigated. 

 

5.1 Hull modifications 
The overall shape of the submarine hull is the same as for the eISR competition, however, modifications were 

undertaken to improve the hydrodynamics of the hull.  During the eISR 2014, Mayflower’s main hatch and 

access hatches were a large source of parasitic drag.  This was particularly noticeable when the main hatch 

detached mid-run and was towed by the submarine.   

 

The original hatch design used interlocking sections of glass fibre to lock the lid in place shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19 – Hatch closing mechanism used in eISR 2014 

 

The detachment of the hatch was attributed to hull flexure and poor closing mechanisms.  These problems 

were addressed in two ways: first, the hatch opening was stiffened by an extra layer of laminate and secondly, 

the magnetic closure method was swapped for a spring-pin mechanism. 

 

The hull was placed in the mould with a non-stick film between the two surfaces.  The lid was coated in non 

stick tape and placed in position in the mould.  A glass fibre weave with a foam core was then applied over the 

seal between the hatch and the hull.  The lid was worked free from the hull.  Spring pins where placed into the 

hull using small L-sections of aluminium and similar L-sections glassed into the hull in a similar manner were 

used to lock the hatch in place.   

 

Once the main hatch was firmly in place the hatch still flexed significantly and easily lifted at the corners. The 

hatch was then returned to the mould to give the hull form and carbon fire was used to reinforce the shape of 

the mould.  

 

The rear maintenance hatches also came off during the eISR races.  These hatches had been held on using 

three neodymium magnets adhered to the hatch and to three tabs on the hull, these magnets where not 

strong enough to hold on the rear hatches.  The final design uses a similar lip to the redesign of the hatch, as 

well as using many more magnets to attach the hatches. 

 

Further manufacturing details can be found in Appendix H. 

 

5.2 Propellers and hub re-design 
Improvements to the propellers was designated a priority area, and received a significant review.  Four main 

areas that were highlighted as priorities for change were: 

• Switching to a single set of propellers from a contra-rotating system, as this was originally designed to 

counter the torque roll caused by the propeller – and an improved ballast system being implemented 

combined with the changes to the control system should be more than adequate to counteract that 

effect, making the counter rotating system redundant.  

• To improve the efficiency of the propeller a dissertation project was undertook to utilise various 

theoretical models and experimentation to propose an optimized geometry for the propeller. 

• Another dissertation project was also decided to implement a variable pitch mechanism to allow 

greater efficiency; this rotates the propeller blades while in use to provide the optimum angle of 

attack dependent on the speed of the sub, and hence the speed of water over the propeller. The 

variable pitch mechanism was designed in-house by the dissertation student and is currently being 

produced. 

• The last change was to produce lighter composite blades that could be produced in the university.  

The aim of this shift was to reduce weight, and allow blades to be produced faster and more cheaply 

to allow more experimentation. 
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New propeller blades were made from carbon fibre in a rapid prototyped mould.  The mould was created in 

three sections and bonded together when used.  The blades themselves were created by one of the sponsors 

of the team and one is shown in Figure 20. 

 

 
Figure 20 – Carbon fibre propeller blade released from the mould 

 

5.2.1 XFOIL, QPROP, and QMIL 

XFOIL is a subsonic aerofoil design and analysis program written by Professor Mark Drela of MIT.  The viscous 

analysis tools of XFOIL are used in this project to estimate lift and drag characteristics of a Clark-Y aerofoil.  

These characteristics are then used as inputs to the QPROP and QMIL propeller analysis programs (also written 

by Drela).  QPROP is used to analyse propeller-motor combinations. In the case of the submarine, the ‘motor’ 

in question is the pilot, so it is desirable to model a constant power output from the pilot and match the 

propeller accordingly.  The companion design program, QMIL, was used to generate propeller geometry for 

the Minimum Induced Loss condition.  By fixing the forward velocity and RPM in QPROP, it was possible to vary 

the angle of the generated geometry until the shaft power matched the required input.  To begin with, a 

coarse range for beta was input for each speed, then the same query run again until changes in beta became 

small for practical purposes, and the output written to a text file for future use. 

 

5.2.2 Results 

Figure 21 plots the efficiency of the variable pitch propeller for the pitch angle based on the range of pitch 

change, and the efficiency of a fixed pitch prop at the same RPM over the same velocity range.  Comparing the 

variable pitch propeller with a fixed pitch propeller of the same geometry shows a favourable increase in 

efficiency, particularly velocities of 2.5 m/s and below.  More significant is the difference in shaft power 

between the two propellers. Although the fixed pitch propeller gives higher absorbed power for 1 m/s and 

below, throughout the rest of the range it actually requires a higher power output than the pilot is predicted 

to able to produce, whilst the variable pitch propeller gives an almost constant shaft power throughout this 

region.  This means that for a given constant shaft power, the variable pitch propeller will produce more thrust 

than the fixed pitch propeller, which is the main reason for implementing a variable pitch design. 
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Figure 21 – Comparison of fixed pitch and variable pitch propeller efficiencies for the power matching case 

 

5.2.3 Chosen mechanism design 

The final design is shown in Figure 22.  The entire hub, outer shaft, and inner control shaft rotate, and are 

supported by bearings in the sub frame (pre-existing, for the outer shaft).  Linear motion of the control shaft 

fore and aft is made possible by a ‘detangler’ mechanism, Figure 23, by the gearbox, which removes rotary 

motion of the shaft with a bearing, and allows sliding controlled by a bicycle gear cable and indexed gear 

shifter.  This linear motion acts on a set of cranks in the hub, which are linked from the control shaft to the 

propeller blades, which are only allowed to rotate on their longitudinal axis.  The result is a change in pitch 

angle from low to high as the control shaft moves from fore to aft. 

 
 

Figure 22 – Detailed exploded view of hub mechanism 
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Table 7 – Hub assembly parts list 

ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY. 

1 Hub Half  2 

2 Hub End  1 

3 Blade Holder  2 

4 Crank 1  2 

5 Crank 2  2 

7 Outer Shaft  1 

8 Cone  1 

9 Control Shaft  1 

10 Slot Spacer  2 

11 Cable Slider  1 

12 Plastic Bushing  1 

13 Propeller Blade  2 

14 Clamp Spacer  1 

15 W 6206-2RS1 Outboard Blade Bearing 2 

16 W 61902-2RS1 Detangler Bearing 1 

17 W 625-2RS1 Crank Bearings 6 

18 Inner Bearing Clamp  2 

19 Cable Clamp  1 

22 Control Shaft Bushing  1 

23 Compression Spring  1 

5.2.4 Mechanism actuation 

The final design, shown in Figure 23, uses a bearing on a solid rod.  This allows an indexed twist-grip gear 

shifter to be used and eliminates any concerns about housing compression, albeit at a slight increase in 

manufacturing expense. 

 

 
 

Figure 23 – Exploded view of detangler mechanism 
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Table 8 – Detangler mechanism parts 

ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY. 

7 Outer Shaft Transmits load from gearbox to the propeller 1 

9 Control Shaft Provides linear motion to vary blade pitch 1 

11 Cable Slider Holds rotary bearing for control shaft 1 

12 Plastic Bushing Supports slider fore/aft by cable and spring 1 

13 Clamp Spacer Places clamp at correct height 1 

19  Stainless Steel deep groove ball bearing 1 

41  External Circlip 2 

44  Hexagon socket cap head screw 2 

47  Countersunk hexagon socket head screw 1 

48  Hexagon socket head set-screw 1 

 

5.3 Control System 
The control system was another area where improvements were needed.  The control system in the 

submarine works on the basis of a set of handlebars connected by sheathed cables to the rear of the sub, 

where they turn a threaded control shaft to which the planes are connected. 

 

A group of students where given the task of improving the system as a group design project.  The main 

changes outlined by the group were the design of the control planes, the addition of independent control of 

the dive planes to allow the pilot to cancel out any roll, and minor changes being made to the internal 

mechanisms to improve reliability, responsiveness and allow better alignment of the planes.  Furthermore it 

was necessary to integrate the variable pitch propeller control into the handlebar arrangement. 

 

5.3.1 Handlebars 

The handles on the handlebar can be rotated around the vertical and transverse axes to control the submarine.  

The handles are pitched about the pitch pivot point, shown in Figure 24, either together to control the pitch 

via the dive planes or individually to allow the pilot to correct any induced roll.  Rotating the handlebar around 

the central shaft controls the vertical yaw control planes.  The handlebars also have a bicycle style twist grip to 

control the variable pitch mechanism of the propeller and a “dead man’s handle” made from a bicycle brake 

calliper to control the safety buoy (not shown in Figure 24). 

 

 
Figure 24 – Handlebar assembly 

 

 

5.3.2 Control mechanism 

The control mechanism is located at the rear of the submarine and transfers the movement of the cable into 

turning motion in the planes.  The horizontal dive planes are controlled separately to allow cancelling of roll.  

Handle 

Central shaft 

Pitch pivot 
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To allow for the separate movement of the dive planes, the shaft sits in a plastic sleeve with a cut out and the 

cables are attached to the screws protruding from the central horizontal shafts.  

 

 
Figure 25 – Control system mechanism at the rear of the submarine 

 

The vertical planes are controlled together via wire attached to a square frame that is needed as the drive 

shaft passes through the centre of the assembly. 

 

5.3.3 Control planes 

The control planes were altered from their previous iteration, into a high aspect ratio design that provides 

lower drag for the same turning force and the attachment mechanism was also changed. 

 

Previously, the planes had an embedded metal sleeve that was fixed in place by two sets of nuts on the 

threaded control shaft, above and below.  The new planes have improved on the previous system by 

embedding an aluminium shaft into the plane and moving to a single adjustment point inside the submarine.  

 

The new planes were produced creating an aluminium core shaft, which was bonded into a foam section in the 

shape of a NACA0021 foil, Figure 26.  The tip of the fin was a 3D printed ABS end cap to smooth the end profile 

of the foil.  The foam and cap were coated with two layers of fibreglass matting matrix in an epoxy resin 

 

The end of the shaft attached to the control mechanism at the rear of the sub, via a clamp coupling.  By having 

the shaft located close to the front of the fin, the planes will return to their neutral position if the controls are 

not used, which makes the submarine inherently stable. 

 

 
Figure 26 – Control plane assembly 
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5.3.4 Trim and stability  

One of the key drivers of this year’s submarine design was mitigating the risk of modifying components and as 

such, all the new components have been designed to be compatible with the old, or upgraded, systems.  This 

approach created complexities in the buoyancy and trim procedure however. 

 

In 2014, the PULSE submarine was 2.714 m long with a centre of mass located at 1.750 m from the nose of the 

submarine.  Neutral buoyancy and level trim was achieved by packing the rear of the submarine with closed 

cell foam and adding foam in the cavity surrounding the pilot’s body.  Additionally, some ballast material was 

placed along the central axis of the submarine, approximately underneath the pilot’s chest. 

 

Torque roll of the submarine was mitigated by having a contra-rotating propeller set and by managing the 

vertical positions of the centre of buoyancy and the centre of mass, by locating as much of the mass towards 

the bottom of the submarine. 

 

The new submarine design has a single two-bladed propeller set with carbon fibre blades, meaning that both 

the dynamic roll and the trim are affected by the modifications.  The dynamic (torque) roll is being mitigated 

through the independent operation of the dive planes and by the adjustment of the buoyancy and ballast 

strategy.  The location of the buoyant material in the submarine will also allow the trim to be maintained when 

using the lighter propeller set. 

6 Project finance 

Using the plan of work and the money spent during eISR 2014, low, medium and high estimations of the 

potential costs for the modification of Mayflower and team attendance at ISR 2015 were made, Figure 27.  The 

total cost is in the range of £11150 – £20250.  The aim was to give a true account of all costs associated with 

implementing the design changes as outlined in the previous section and of entering ISR 2015. 

 

 
Figure 27 – Budget requirements for ISR 2015 according to three cost estimate scenarios. 

 

It must be noted that the numbers detailed in Figure 27 include non-mission-critical expenditures.  These costs 

were included so that the PULSE team can mitigate as many of the performance risks as possible and extract 

0 2500 5000 7500 10000 12500 15000 17500 20000 22500

High

Medium

Low

Total predicted costs, GBP

High Medium Low

Entry fees 1100 1100 1100

Shipping costs 4391 2291 1591

Build costs 2280 1176 828

Travel costs 8500 5000 5000

Training costs 885 885 885

Testing costs 1084 602 160

Other 1918 1818 1768
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the maximum benefit out of the whole experience.  Examples of these costs include marketing spend, diving 

and testing.  At the time of writing, the current projected spend on the submarine was £6700 not including 

travel and testing costs.  This is between the medium and the high estimate given in Figure 27. 

 

Sponsorship of the PULSE 2015 team has come from a variety of sources shown in Table 9. 

 

 

Table 9 – Sponsors of the 2015 submarine team given in order of estimated sponsorship value 

Company Type of sponsorship Restrictions 

Plymouth Fund Donation to the project None 

Babcock Marine In kind – manufacture of variable 

pitch components and propeller 

blades 

None 

Higher Eductation Innovation 

Funding 

Donation to the project Only to be spent on components and 

equipment 

Santander Seed corn 

scholarship 

Donation to the project None 

MSubs Donation to the project For shipping crate and shipping costs 

Drew & Co In kind – spray painting of the hull  

Faculty of Science and 

Engineering and School of 

Marine Science and 

Engineering, Plymouth 

University 

In kind and financial should the 

project run over budget. 

 

RINA/IMarEST Donation to the project  

7 Summary and conclusions 

After designing and building a submarine for the second eISR, it was decided to modify and improve that 

submarine for use in ISR #13.  A critical design review indicated three main areas for improvement: hatch 

closing mechanism, propellers and control system. 

 

The previous submarine was a glass and carbon fibre construction with a 1:2 bevel gear box leading to a 

contra-rotating propeller set.  The hatch cover restraints were modified to ensure the hatches remain in place 

while the submarine is racing.  The contra-rotating propellers have been replaced with a single propeller blade 

set that incorporates a mechanical variable pitch mechanism to increase efficiency across the range of speeds 

at which the submarine will travel.  Finally the control system has been modified to improve the efficiency of 

the control surfaces. 

 

All modifications are designed to be compliant with the previous submarine components to allow a technology 

“roll-back” should that be necessary. 

 

With all the improvements being made, Mayflower is likely to be faster than the 4.6 knots currently recorded. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A - Fitting the hull to the pilots 

A typical pedalling mechanism was chosen to provide the power transfer from the pilot to the propeller shaft 

and so the submarine hull had to allow enough room for each of the proposed pilots to pedal using a 

conventional-size crank set.  The two proposed pilots were measured to determine the maximum clearance 

needed.  It was found that when cycling, the knees took up the most space, which meant that to minimise the 

volume of the submarine, the widest point should be near the pilot’s knees. 

 

Parametric design approach 

Since emphasis was placed on reducing the volume of the hull whilst maintaining a good hydrodynamic profile, 

there was a need for a parametric model that could be altered for profile, chord thickness and chord length.  

This meant that different forms of hull could be inserted into the CAD model without redrawing everything 

and re-inserting mating points, which was very useful considering the iterative nature of the design process.   

 

With the aim of minimising the volume of the hull, a model of the pilot was required within SolidWorks that 

could be adjusted again based on pilot dimensions and position.  This was achieved as a single part based from 

another master sketch that formed the skeleton Figure 28.  This allowed for further optimisation of the hull 

dimensions around the pilot. 

 

 

7.1 Form selection 
Joubert (2004) stated that an ideal submarine would have an elliptical bow and a parabolic stern.  It was 

decided that having a short section in the middle of the submarine with parallel sides would ease of fitting the 

internal components without significantly increasing the drag.  An initial shape, Figure 28 was proposed.  Once 

the shape was chosen, the length needed to be fixed. 

 

 
Figure 28 - Pilot model within sketches. 
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To ensure that both pilots fitted in the hull and felt comfortable with the available space, a physical mock-up of 

the hull was created from section of MDF, Figure 30.  This approach was used in conjunction with the 

parametric model to allow the pilots to understand the space and placement of components.  A similar 

approach was used to fix the location of the mounting points within the hull (see Section  3.3). 

 

For the submarine to be competitive the hull needs to create minimal drag and, as the submarine is filled with 

water, it needs to be the smallest possible volume in order to reduce the mass.   

 

There are two types of drag: form drag and skin friction drag.  Form drag is created by the cross section area of 

the shape perpendicular to the flow.  This is high in short, fat shapes and low in long thin shapes.  Conversely 

skin friction drag is high in long thin bodies as it is proportional to the wetted surface area, which increases 

with length.  For the minimum total drag the length to breadth ratio should be about 6 (Joubert, 2004). 

 

Figure 31 shows the overall dimensions of the hull design.  The length to breadth ratio is 3.6 which is not the 

optimum value for drag reduction.  The shape was also modified to a rotationally symmetric design which was 

based on delays in the manufacturing schedule (see Section  7.2). 

 

 
Figure 31 – Final sizes of the hull design. 

 
Figure 29 – Chosen hull design 

 
Figure 30 – Physical mock-up of the submarine for pilot fitting 
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Two kinds of hatches were needed for the submarine: one for the pilot to use to get in and one/two for access 

to the back where the gearbox is and pedals.  The positions of the hatches are shown in Figure 32.  It was 

decided that the access hatch should be on the top of the submarine above the torso of the pilot when 

operating; this was because it was felt it would be easier for the pilot to lower himself into position rather than 

have to crawl in from the side or the bottom.  The size of the main hatch was kept deliberately large 

(approximately 800 mm long) to make it as easy as possible for the two novice pilots to get in and out of the 

submarine.  The size of the main hatch also allows good access to the internal mechanisms of the submarine 

for maintenance.   

 

For the hatches at the rear it was decided that two hatches, one on either side of the submarine would be best 

as that gave clear access to both pedals as well as the gearbox and control box behind.   

 

 
Figure 32 – Holes in the hull where the hatches are to be located 

 

Modelling of the window evolved through the entire design process.  Initially, a segment facing downwards 

was considered in order to reduce complexity for manufacturing.  It soon became apparent that this was 

inadequate for the pilot is not visible to the safety divers at the race.  To improve visibility a straight cut dome 

was modelled providing a vast improvement on the original in terms of visibility, Figure 32. 

 

The parallel section of the hull was used to define the boundaries of the free-flood hole at the bottom of the 

submarine.  According to rule (D4) the area of the drainage hole was to be 233 cm
2
, so by setting the length of 

the slot (350 mm, see Figure 31), the width of the slot was to be 67 mm. 

 

7.2 Manufacturing the hull 
The original plan for the hull manufacture was that a sponsoring company would make the plug and the mould 

and the hull would be made in-house.  However, a series of delays with the sponsor company mean that the 

plug, mould and hull all were made within the University of Plymouth.  This had the knock-on effect that there 

was not enough time to experiment with advanced manufacturing techniques such as RIFT (resin infused 

flexible tooling) and most of the lay-up was done by hand.  The full detailed processes followed can be found 

in Appendix A. 

 

7.2.1 Plug manufacture 

Since the plug was made by hand, the shape of the hull was simplified to that of a rotationally symmetric 

design.  The shape of the plug was found by splitting the new sub in CAD into a number of sections at 

predetermined distances.  The radius was measured at each of these locations.  This was then used to cut out 

semi-circular frames.  The frames were positioned on a flat surface with foam cut and placed in between.  
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Polyurethane (PU) foam was used because it is dimensionally stable and would withstand the shaping process.  

The PU foam was then sanded to give the shape of the submarine 

 

The sanding process brought up several problems.  The largest of these was the effect by which the foam in 

between the MDF frames was sanded to a level lower than if a line were to be drawn between the frames.  

This effect (known as oil canning) is where the person sanding was pushing too hard on the sanding board. In 

several places on the plug carelessness in sanding has caused this effect that appears to be ripples on the 

surface.  

 

The plug was then skinned with fibre glass.  A lightweight glass (160 g/m
2
) with a twill waves was used for this 

to maintain the surface geometry.  During this process, bubbles formed that had to be cut out and re-filled 

after curing.  This was sub-optimal solution as where the glass has been cut the plug would not have same 

strength to resist the high shrink rate of the prime coat.  Crystic prime coat was sprayed on and sanded to 

improve the surface.  After adding more layers of prime coat, most of the surface imperfections disappeared 

(Figure 33).  Unfortunately the prime coat ran out before all the imperfections could be taken out.  

 

                 
Figure 33 – Views of the plug after one layer of prime coat (left), after several layer were applied and the plug was 

sanded (middle) and after the final layer had been applied (right). 

 

After completion of the prime coat the gloss coat was applied to the plug.  A major problem that was found 

with spraying the gloss coat was the dust inside the spray booth.  This settled on the wet gloss forming slight 

imperfections that required the gloss coat be sanded back and the polished to achieve a good surface finish.  

The lumps the duct formed on the plug surface can be seen in Figure 34 below.   More time needed to be 

spent working through the different grades of sandpaper to remove the small surface scratches that could be 

seen on the surface of the plug after polishing.  Unfortunately, due to time contains this was done fully and the 

scratches could be seen.  

 

 
Figure 34 – Dust in the spray booth settling on the wet gloss coat caused surface imperfections in the plug. 

 

7.2.2 Mould Manufacture  

The female mould was made from the plug using hand lamination.  Given the time constraints and the material 

available this was the most viable option.  A full description of the process used can be found in Appendix C.  
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The mould was made as a single part mould. It is normal to have a 1° release angle (Mazumdar, 2002).  

Theoretically the shape used will not have any vertical surfaces.  This of course may not actually be the case, 

but with the potential difficulties of using RIFT on a two part mould a single part mould was made.  

 

A lot of time was spent applying release agent to the plug prior to gel coating to ensure that the mould would 

release.  This was vital as if the mould did get stuck and did not release it would damage the plug.  Once 

properly released, gel coat was painted on.  Green pigment was used to colour the gel coat and worked well 

showing up imperfections in the mould.  

 

One of the problems found with using Chopped Strand Mat (CSM) for the mould was air bubbles.  These had to 

be worked out of the matting to ensure that the inner surface of the mould was not affected.  To stiffen up the 

flange of the mould a thin layer of PVC core was cut and placed around the edge between layers of CSM.  This 

would provide more stiffness when the mould was pulled off the plug, and when parts were pulled from the 

mould.  

 

The mould was released using plastic wedges.  To check the mould for porosity a simple vacuum test was set 

up.  After fixing leaks in the bag a leak rate of 1mb/min was found. It was decided that this was a rate that was 

probably down to the bag, and that an acceptable leak rate (0.5mb/min) could be achieved in future 

operations.  

 

7.2.3 Final hull manufacture 

At the time of writing, the hull was not yet constructed.  Owing to the decreasing amount of time that remains 

before the submarine must be at the competition, it was decided to use the existing test hull half as a basis for 

the hull. 

 

As described in Section  3, it was decided early on that the rigidity of the submarine was going to be provided 

by the framework, which meant that it was feasible to use a stiffened test hull half.  This will be achieved by 

adding more layers of foam and glass. 

 

The second half of the hull will be made using hand lay-up of chopped strand mat and resin.  PU foam will be 

used to stiffen the hull at the locations of the frame mounting points and to provide buoyancy. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A – Plug manufacturing 

1. Measure the thickness of foam being used, and the thickness of wood used for the frames.  

2. Offset planes in CAD inside the model of the submarine. The first offset should be the thickness of the 

foam, with the subsequent offsets being the thickness of foam added to the thickness of wood used 

for the frames.  

3. At each of these locations using the intersection tool the radius should be measured with the distance 

along the central axis also noted.  

4. There only needed to be a radius at the start and the end of the parallel middle section of the 

submarine. This will be dealt with in a different way at a later date.  

5. All of these Radii should be drawn as semi circles within a CAD package with their number order also 

written in and saved as a.DXF file.  

6. Once this is done for all frames they can be cut using a laser cutter making sure that the numbers are 

engraved onto each.  

7. A base sheet of stiff wood should be purchased onto which the foam and frames will be stuck. This 

should be checked to make sure it is level.  

8. A full size print out of the outline of the shape should be printed and stuck down onto the wood to 

help with alignment.  

9. Using the cut out frames the outlines of each can be drawn onto the foam being used.  

10. Each should be cut out from the foam making sure that they are oversized to be sanded and shaped 

later.  

11. The bottom of each foam semicircle should be flattened to ensure they are stable when placed on the 

base sheet of wood. This can be done with either a band saw or a sander.  

12. Once all the foam semi circles are cut out they should be bonded to their individual wooden frames. 

This should be done ensuring that the bottoms of the frames align with the flat bottom of the foam. 

The resin used for this should be West Systems 105 and 205 hardener at a 1:5 ratio.  

13. Starting at the front of the submarine the foam and frames should be bonded to the wooden base 

using Spabond140 to allow for a cured resin that is not as brittle at other resins. Care should be taken 

to ensure that the edges of the frames align with the print out stuck to the wooden base.  

14. After the resin used has fully cured the shaping of the foam can begin. Using sanding boards and a 

180 Grit sand paper the foam can be used shape the excess foam. Care should taken to ensure that 

the foam is not sanded into flat spots, or sanded to low area between the frames.  

15. Once all the foam has been shaped the middle section can be dealt with. 3 more frames that are 

1.6mm smaller radially than the two frames defining the middle section should be cut. Two should be 

then bonded to wooden frames each side of the space with the final one in the middle.  

16. 0.8mm thick ply wood cut to the dimensions of the space in the middle should be bent and bonded 

over the gap to form the parallel section. After the first has cured and is held solidly the second 

should be bonded on top to form a flush surface with the frames.  

17. The small gaps in between the wood and foam can be filled using light weight filler to follow the 

profile of the curvature. All indents in the foam can also be rectified using filler. Any places where the 

middle wood section does not fit flush properly can also be smoothed out.  

18. Once the plug is at a satisfactory stage it can then be skinned in light weight fibreglass. This will 

protect it from the shrinkage of the prime and gloss coat. Using light weight (approximately 160g/m^2) 

twill glass the plug can be skinned. The shape is too large to cover in a single cut of fabric so it should 

be laid up overlapping the middle. Using an appropriate hand lamination epoxy resin the glass should 

be wetted out. A plastic scrapper can be used to force the glass into the edges of the foam, and to 

remove any air bubbles. Doing one side of the plug at a time and allowing for cure time, 3 layers on 

each side should be applied using the same technique each time.  

19. After all the glass has been cured on the plug and bubble can be cut out using a Stanley knife and 

filled again using light weight filler.  
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20. A spray booth should be constructed around the plug to allow for the prime coat to be sprayed on to 

the plug. Prior to spraying the plug the glass should be prepared by whipping down with acetone. The 

prime coat should be first thoroughly mixed with 1.5% of MEKP catalyst, and then thinned with 20% 

acetone, before finally sprayed onto the plug using an air spray gun.  

21. Once dried the prime coat can be sanded back. This should be done to remove imperfections in the 

surface. The area sanded will become a lighter grey highlighting the low areas on the plug. The 

sanding should go all the way back until the fibre glass can be seen. At this point another layer of 

prime coat must be sprayed before sanding can be continued. Areas that are particularly low can be 

built up by painting on un-thinned prime coat. The criterion for success is that all areas are the lighter 

shade of grey after sanding and any low points are minimal.  

22. Once the prime coat has been applied and sanded to an acceptable level the gloss coat can be applied. 

This is done in the same manner as the prime coat but is not sanded between coats. As the gloss coat 

is not a high build coat like the prime coat is can be thinned to a higher level. This was done with 40% 

acetone and again catalysed using MEKP. The coats were applied at 20 minute intervals.  

23. After curing the gloss coat was sanded back lightly to remove surface imperceptions. This was done 

initially with 600 grit sand paper before moving through 800, 100, and 1200.  

24. After being sanded the plug was polished using Facela G5 followed by G10 to achieve good surface 

finish. 
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Appendix B – Chord lengths for propellers 

The optimized angles of attack and chord lengths can be seen Table 10 for the front propeller.  The 

highlighted region is where the linear chord correction was applied.  The image shows a visual representation 

and the blade that was sent for manufacture.  The results of the secondary propeller can be seen in Table 11, 

the main difference between the two blades is a greater angle of twist present in the secondary propeller, and 

the opposing direction of attack.  

 

Table 10 - Front propeller optimised chord length and blade angle for each radial element. 

Distance from Hub [m] Chord Length [m] 
Angle of Attack 

[deg] 

Image 

0.00625 0.0304 89 

 

0.0125 0.0309 88.9 

0.01875 0.0313 87.4 

0.025 0.0318 85.9 

0.03125 0.0322 84.4 

0.0375 0.0327 82.8 

0.04375 0.0331 81.4 

0.05 0.0335 79.9 

0.05625 0.0340 78.4 

0.0625 0.0344 77.0 

0.06875 0.0349 75.5 

0.075 0.0399 74.1 

0.08125 0.0449 72.8 

0.0875 0.0499 71.4 

0.09375 0.0547 70.1 

0.1 0.0593 68.8 

0.10625 0.0636 67.5 

0.1125 0.0677 66.2 

0.11875 0.0714 65.0 

0.125 0.0747 63.8 

0.13125 0.0776 62.6 

0.1375 0.0801 61.4 

0.14375 0.0821 60.3 

0.15 0.0837 59.2 

0.15625 0.0848 58.1 

0.1625 0.0854 57.1 

0.16875 0.0855 56.1 

0.175 0.0851 55.1 

0.18125 0.0841 54.1 

0.18750 0.0826 53.2 

0.19375 0.0805 52.2 

0.2 0.0779 51.3 

0.20625 0.0745 50.5 

0.2125 0.0705 49.6 

0.21875 0.0656 48.8 

0.225 0.0597 48.0 

0.23125 0.0526 47.2 

0.2375 0.0436 46.4 

0.24375 0.0313 45.7 

0.25 0.0189 45.0 

 

 

Table 11 - Rear propeller optimised chord length and blade angle for each radial element. 
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Distance from Hub 

[m] 
Chord Length [m] 

Angle of Attack 

[deg] 

Image 

0.00625 0.030 88.3 

 

0.0125 0.031 86.6 

0.01875 0.031 84.8 

0.025 0.032 83.1 

0.03125 0.032 81.4 

0.0375 0.033 79.7 

0.04375 0.033 78.0 

0.05 0.034 76.3 

0.05625 0.034 74.7 

0.0625 0.034 73.0 

0.06875 0.035 71.4 

0.075 0.040 69.8 

0.08125 0.045 68.2 

0.0875 0.050 66.6 

0.09375 0.055 65.1 

0.1 0.059 63.6 

0.10625 0.064 62.1 

0.1125 0.068 60.7 

0.11875 0.071 59.2 

0.125 0.075 57.8 

0.13125 0.078 56.5 

0.1375 0.080 55.2 

0.14375 0.082 53.9 

0.15 0.084 52.6 

0.15625 0.085 51.4 

0.1625 0.085 50.2 

0.16875 0.085 49.0 

0.175 0.085 47.9 

0.18125 0.084 46.8 

0.18750 0.083 45.8 

0.19375 0.081 44.7 

0.2 0.078 43.7 

0.20625 0.075 42.8 

0.2125 0.070 41.8 

0.21875 0.066 40.9 

0.225 0.060 40.0 

0.23125 0.053 39.2 

0.2375 0.044 38.3 

0.24375 0.031 37.5 

0.25 0.019 36.8 
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Appendix C – Hull manufacturing 

 

Test half methodology  
The test half was made using Resin Infusion under Flexible Tooling. Below is the method for making 

a flat plate. This adapted for use in this process. Three layers of fabric were laid in the mould with 

each overlapping the middle of the mould slightly more each time. Peel ply was omitted from the 

process with bread wrapper used instead. A resin out line was set up using rope on the flange resting 

on the reinforcement. Two bighead fasteners were placed in the mould on top of the foam core. 

These were over laid with three circular fibreglass supports of decreasing size. The resin inlet pipe 

ran down the centre of the mould.  

Composite plate manufacture by resin infusion  
1. Select a glass plate and using a sharp blade remove any cured resin remaining on the surface and 

then wipe the plate clean with solvent.  

2. Stick (white) tape around the edge of the plate where the tacky tape will eventually be placed.  

3. Apply release agent to the plate and let it dry.  

4. Record the time, temperature, pressure and relative humidity  

5. Place the individual lamina onto the centre of the glass plate in the required stacking sequence.  

6. Place a sheet of peel ply over the laminate  

7. Place a sheet of porous release film over the peel ply. (Only required for complex shapes.)  

8. Place the transport mesh/flow medium on top of the stack such that it is >10 mm inside the 
laminate edge on both sides and along the length of the laminate.  

9. Cut a 800 mm length of inlet pipe and drill or cut holes at ~25 mm apart for the width of the 
laminate  

10. Notch the end of the pipe which will go into the resin pot.  

11. Wrap the (yellow) flow medium around the drilled inlet pipe.  

12. Cut a 800 mm length of vacuum outlet pipe sufficient to connect to the resin trap and insert a 
small rolled piece of flow medium into the pipe end, and wrap any excess peel ply around the mesh.  

13. Cut bagging film to size such that there is around 200 mm excess in both directions.  

14. Stick a square border of tacky tape to the edges of the bagging film.  

15. Remove (white protective) tape locally and adhere the corners of the bagging film to the glass 

plate.  

16. Remove the (white) tape locally and stick the centres of each edge of the bagging film to the 

plate.  

17. Make a tab of tacky tape around the pipes where they will exit the bag.  

18. Complete the sealing of the bag to the glass plate.  

19. Using a permanent marker, write the group name, laminate stacking sequence and an arrow 

indicating the resin flow direction onto the bag.  

20. Record the time, temperature, relative humidity and pressure.  

21. Attach a pressure meter to the inlet pipe.  

22. Attach the outlet pipe to the resin trap and apply a vacuum to the bag, smoothing the bagging 
film away from the laminate area.  

23. Identify any leaks in the bag and seek to achieve a vacuum level of ~20 mbar on the pressure 
gauge.  

24. Isolate the vacuum (crimp the outlet pipes in a couple of places) and record the rate of pressure 

increase on the gauge.  

25. Re-introduce the vacuum and continue to improve the seals of the bag until the rate of pressure 

drop is 1 mbar/minute or less.  

26. Clamp the inlet pipe and remove the pressure gauge.  

29  
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27. Calculate the quantity of resin (see below) required to fill the laminate, flow medium and feed 

pipe.  

28. Mix the resin and hardener/catalyst/accelerator in the given proportions.  

29. Fix the resin pot to a support, then insert the notched end of the pipe.  

30. Unclamp the inlet pipe for just long enough that the resin rises to the clamp position, then 
reclamp.  

31. After 30 seconds (to allow air displaced from the pipe to be evacuated from the bag), open the 

clamp and resin will flow into the bag.  

32. It may be appropriate to record the progress of the flow front.  

33. Once the flow front has reached the outlet pipe, and assuming the plate has filled, clamp the inlet 
pipe to stop further resin inflow.  

34. If possible with Polyester reduce the vacuum level to ~500 mbar absolute and leave the moulding 

under vacuum until the resin gels.  

35. Record the time, temperature, pressure and relative humidity  

36. If required, postcure at the appropriate temperature for the required time in the oven.  

37. The plate will be post-cured according to the resin manufacturer’s recommendations.  

38. Remove the laminate from the bag and transfer the data written on the bag to the plate.  

39. The technician will cut the plate into samples for mechanical testing.  

 
Volume fraction calculation: 
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The above diagram is understood to be by David Cripps of SP Systems (now Gurit (UK) Limited)  

 

 

 
Composite plate manufacture by resin infusion  

http://www.tech.plym.ac.uk/sme/mats324/AppendixA.doc, accessed at 3:00PM on 03/03/14 
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Appendix D – FMECA 

 

Table 12 - Probability Definitions 

Probability Probability 

Descriptor 

Definition 

A Frequent 
Likely to happen once a race 

B Probable 
Likely to happen once a day 

C Occasional 
Likely to happen once a week 

D Remote 
Likely to happen once during it's working life. 

E Improbable 
Not impossible, but very unlikely to happen in the entire life of the 

submarine 

 

Table 13 - Severity Definitions 

Impact Impact 

Descriptor 

ID Category Definition 

1 Negligible 1.1 Safety Risks slight discomfort or Motion sickness for the pilot 

1.2 Commercial 

Risks 

  

1.3 Race Related 

Risks 

Takes a long time to get the pilot in 

2 Marginal 2.1 Safety Risks Mild claustrophobia for pilot 

Minor injuries (e.g. cuts and small bruises) 

Takes a long time to get the pilot out 

2.2 Commercial 

Risks 

Excessive delays due to repairs/breakages 

2.3 Race Related 

Risks 

loss of performance, Losing a few hours to repair 

submarine 

3 Critical 3.1 Safety Risks Injury requiring hospital treatment for pilot e.g. 

concussion, fractured bones or water inhalation 

3.2 Commercial 

Risks 

unattractive publicity to university and sponsors 

Overspending project budget (submarine can't be finished 

and entered)  

3.3 Race Related 

Risks 

Submarine is irreparable or is disqualified from the race 

4 Catastrophic 4.1 Safety Risks Death of pilot 

Permanent injury to pilot e.g. loss of limb 

4.2 Commercial 

Risks 

Incident relating to lawsuit or excessively bad publicity for 

the University or team sponsors  

4.3 Race Related 

Risks 

  

 

 

 

 

Table 14 - Risk definitions 

Code Definition 
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Unacceptable Risk cannot be justified on any grounds 

Severe Tolerable only if there is no alternative available 

Undesirable Tolerable only if penalties of reduction would exceed the improvement gained 

Negligible Generally tolerable but must be monitored to ensure stays as low as reasonably possible 

 

Table 15 - Risk matrix 

Severity (Impact) 

Negligible Marginal Critical Catastrophic 

1 2 3 4 

 P
ro

b
a

b
il

it
y 

Frequent A Severe Severe Unacceptable Unacceptable 

Probable B Undesirable Severe Unacceptable Unacceptable 

Occasional  C Undesirable Undesirable Unacceptable Unacceptable 

Remote D Negligible Negligible Severe Unacceptable 

Improbable E Negligible Negligible Undesirable Severe 
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Table 16 - Failure Mode Effect Cause Analysis 

Failure description  Pre-Mitigation  Post-Mitigation 

Failure mode Failure cause Failure 

effect 

Severity Probability Risk Mitigating 

Action 

Severity Probability Risk 

Performance 

losses 

        #N/A       #N/A 

pilot floats 

around hull 

pilot is 

unrestrained 

pilot cant 

pedal 

2 a Severe install shoulder 

bars for the 

pilot to push 

against 

2 e Negligible 

irregular 

pedalling 

motion 

cramped 

conditions 

lost 

performance 

2 a Severe Ensure proper 

clearance 

around the 

pilots pedalling 

space. 

2 e Negligible 

bevel gears to 

tight 

corrosion on 

gears 

Increased 

friction in 

gears, 

reduced 

mechanical 

efficiency. 

2 c Undesirable Use corrosion 

resistant gears, 

or coat with a 

protective 

layer. 

2 d Negligible 

bevel gears to 

tight 

gear backlash 

to high 

reduced 

performance 

2 c Undesirable Axial gear 

location is 

adjustable 

2 d Negligible 

bevel gears 

are inefficient 

lubrication has 

washed out 

reduced 

performance 

2 a Severe use dry film 

lubrication 

2 d Negligible 

Bevel gears 

are angularly 

misaligned 

deflection in 

shafts at gears 

is excessive 

reduced 

efficiency 

2 a Severe ensure shafts 

don’t bend 

beyond an 

2 e Negligible 
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allowable 

amount 

Bevel gears 

are radially 

misaligned 

tolerances in 

wall fixtures 

are insufficient 

reduced 

efficiency 

2 a Severe use shoulder 

screws to 

locate walls 

more 

accurately 

2 e Negligible 

propeller hubs 

are rubbing  

too close reduced 

efficiency 

2 a Severe Propeller hubs 

are axially 

adjustable  +/- 

5mm 

2 d Negligible 

extra drag and 

suboptimal 

fluid dynamics 

around them 

large gap 

between 

propeller hubs 

reduced 

performance 

2 a Severe Propeller hubs 

are axially 

adjustable  +/- 

5mm 

2 d Negligible 

bearings are 

inefficient 

lubricant has 

washed out 

reduced 

performance 

2 c Undesirable reduce 

number, and 

use polymer 

bearings 

wherever 

possible, other 

bearings use 

sealed with 

marine grease  

2 d Negligible 

bearings are 

inefficient 

they are 

corroding  

reduced 

performance 

2 c Undesirable use stainless 

steel or 

polymer 

bearings 

2 e Negligible 
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gears are 

forced tightly 

together 

during 

operation 

thrust is 

transmitted 

through gears 

reduced 

efficiency 

2 a Severe ensure all 

propeller thrust 

is transmitted 

through 

gearbox walls 

2 e Negligible 

pilot unable to 

cycle normally 

restrictive 

pedalling 

environment 

lost 

performance 

2 a Severe ensure frame is 

fitted to allow 

for free 

movement 

2 d Negligible 

Time         #N/A   0   #N/A 

time 

consuming to 

get pilot in 

pedal clips are 

fiddly 

air supply is 

low for the 

race 

2 b Severe leave shoes 

clipped in with 

backs cut off 

2 c Undesirable 

time 

consuming to 

adjust bevel 

gears 

hard to access 

gears 

time lost in 

disassembly 

2 c Undesirable access holes 

added for  

minor 

adjustments 

2 d Negligible 

Mechanical 

failure 

        #N/A   0   #N/A 

Bevel gear 

teeth shear 

off 

stresses in 

gears to high 

gearbox 

stops 

working 

3 d Severe do calculations 

to ensure gear 

strength Is 

suitable 

3 e Undesirable 

chain slips of 

sprocket 

incorrect chain 

tension 

propeller 

stop turning 

2 b Severe attach a chain 

tensioner 

2 d Negligible 

lost 

performance 

corrosion on 

bearings  

reduced 

performance 

2 c Undesirable use stainless 

steel or 

polymer 

2 e Negligible 
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bearings 

cant remove 

bolts 

corrosion on 

bolts or parts 

cant 

disassemble 

2 c Undesirable ensure 

bolts/walls 

don’t corrode 

in fresh water,  

2 d Negligible 

prop shafts 

are rubbing 

axial or radial 

forces causing 

excessive 

deflection in 

shaft 

reduced 

mechanical 

efficiency 

2 a Severe ensure shaft 

doesn’t deflect 

to much 

2 e Negligible 

Prop shaft 

sheared in 

two 

design/material 

not suitable for 

loads 

loss of 

power 

3 a Unacceptable ensure shaft 

material/design 

is suitable 

3 e Undesirable 

bevel gears 

slipping past 

each other 

bevel slipped 

back because 

to much axial 

force for the 

grub screw or 

collar to 

support  

loss of 

power 

3 a Unacceptable prove that they 

can take the 

loads 

3 e Undesirable 

bevel gears 

seize  

corrosion loss of 

power 

2 c Undesirable ensure they are 

corrosion 

resistant or are 

coated 

2 d Negligible 

chain snaps corrosion 

weakened it 

loss of 

power 

3 d Severe use corrosion 

resistant chain 

3 e Undesirable 

gear ratio isn't 

optimal 

propeller 

optimal speed 

not as 

expected or 

ratio doesn’t 

suit the 

preferred 

cadence of the 

pilot 

reduced 

performance 

2 b Severe allow for the 

gear ratio to be 

changed 

between runs 

2 d Negligible 
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chain slips of 

sprocket 

is kicked of loss of 

performance 

2 b Severe added access 

holes so it can 

be put back on 

easily 

2 c Undesirable 

chain snaps pilot leg force 

to high 

loss of 

performance 

3 a Unacceptable ensure proper 

chain duty is 

selected 

3 e Undesirable 

Bolts in 

sprocket may 

come lose 

over time 

vibration sprocket 

becomes 

lose, other 

bolts may 

deform, lost 

efficiency 

2 c Undesirable have access 

hole to tighten 

them 

2 d Negligible 

bevel gears 

are misaligned 

housing 

deformed 

under loading 

condition 

reduced 

efficiency 

2 a Severe Ensure wall 

design/material 

is suitable so 

deformation is 

minimal. 

2 e Negligible 

hollow shaft 

shears at 

keyways 

wall thickness 

too low for 

keyway 

power loss, 

considerable 

time to 

repair 

3 a Unacceptable use clamps 

instead of 

keyways 

3 e Undesirable 

Pilot 

discomfort 

        #N/A   0   #N/A 

pilot can't  fit 

in hull 

frame in the 

way 

cant race 3 a Unacceptable ensure frame 

doesn’t 

obscure entry 

3 e Undesirable 
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pilot feels 

claustrophobic 

cramped 

conditions 

race has to 

be aborted 

2 b Severe ensure pilot is 

comfortable 

2 c Undesirable 

Pilot 

discomfort 

pilots cycling 

stand is to wide 

reduced 

performance 

2 a Severe use a standard 

bottom bracket 

2 e Negligible 

Can’t see the 

status of 

internal 

gearbox 

components 

gears are 

enclosed 

cant spot 

problems 

early 

2 a Severe include an 

inspection 

window 

2 e Negligible 

Safety         #N/A   0   #N/A 

time 

consuming to 

get pilot out 

normally 

cramped 

environment, 

toe clips are 

fiddly to use 

lost time, air 

supply may 

run low 

3 a Unacceptable Ensure toe clips 

release easily 

and are quick 

to access. 

3 e Undesirable 

time 

consuming to 

get pilot out in 

emergency 

cramped 

environment, 

toe clips are 

hard to release 

potentially 

life 

threatening 

4 c Unacceptable Ensure toe clips 

release easily 

and are quick 

to access. 

4 e Severe 

Competition         #N/A   0   #N/A 

oil leaks into 

pool 

poorly sealed 

gearbox 

disqualified 

from race 

3 a Unacceptable only use 

approved 

lubricants - 

marine grease 

3 e Undesirable 

          #N/A   0   #N/A 

Other         #N/A   0   #N/A 

Pilots 

toes/heels 

clash with the 

sub walls 

hull diameter 

to small  

cant pedal 3 a Unacceptable Do 

experiments to 

ensure the 

correct hull size 

is chosen. 

3 e Undesirable 

pilots feet slip 

off pedals 

pedals are 

slippery 

reduced 

performance 

2 a Severe use pedal clips 2 d Negligible 
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pilots toes 

clash with 

gear box 

pedal circle to 

close to 

gearbox 

cant pedal 3 a Unacceptable increased chain 

stay length to 

ensure at least 

5cm clearance 

between pedal 

centre and 

gearbox walls 

3 e Undesirable 

Pilots 

toes/heels 

clash with the 

sub walls 

width between 

pedals is to 

large 

cant pedal 3 a Unacceptable Do 

experiments to 

ensure the 

correct hull size 

is chosen. 

3 e Undesirable 

pilots knees 

clash with 

walls 

hull/frame not 

suitable for 

pilots pedalling 

motion 

bruising, 

potentially 

damage the 

hull 

3 a Unacceptable ensure proper 

clearance is 

provided 

3 e Undesirable 

can't unclip 

pedals 

not enough 

room to twist 

out 

can’t get 

pilot out 

3 a Unacceptable use a method 

that is easy to 

get out off 

3 e Undesirable 

pilot too short 

to reach the 

shoulder 

restraints 

when 

pedalling or is 

to tall 

shoulder 

restraints 

aren't 

adjustable 

reduced 

pilot 

performance 

2 a Severe make the 

restraints 

axially 

adjustable 

2 e Negligible 

bearings 

become stuck 

on prop shafts 

shoulder 

radiuses are to 

large 

bearing may 

get 

damaged 

during 

disassembly 

2 c Undesirable use spacers 

wherever 

possible, so 

radiuses can be 

kept large 

(reduced stress 

concentration) 

2 d Negligible 

bearings don't 

fit properly in 

walls/covers 

shoulder 

radiuses are to 

large 

bearing 

doesn’t sit at 

correct 

2 c Undesirable ensure radiuses 

are small 

enough 

2 e Negligible 
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location, 

reduced 

efficiency 

control service 

controls can’t 

fit in 

submarine 

not enough 

space 

system can’t 

fit in 

3 a Unacceptable ensure space is 

allowed for 

them 

3 e Undesirable 

chain rubs 

against 

gearbox walls 

housing to 

small 

reduced 

efficiency 

and chain 

life 

3 a Unacceptable ensure housing 

is large enough 

to support 

largest gears 

(21t sprocket 

and 42t 

chaining) 

3 e Undesirable 
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Appendix E – Gear reaction forces and bending stresses 

Inputs are shown in Table 17 with corresponding diagrams in Figure 35. 

 

Table 17 - Gear reaction force input values 

Inputs    

Description Symbol value Source 

Gear material - Induction 

hardened 

EN8 

HPC (2013) 

Number of teeth on pinion z p 19 HPC (2013) 

Number of teeth on pinion z g  19 HPC (2013) 

Pressure angle of teeth α  20 HPC (2013) 

Power at pinion shaft (kW) P p 1 Previously calculated 

Rotational speed of pinion shaft (RPM) n p 100 Merritt (2013) 

Pinion Pitch Circle diameter (mm) d p 76 HPC (2013) 

Pitch angle of pinion ε p 45 HPC (2013) 

Pitch angle of gear ε g 45 HPC (2013) 

Face width (mm)  b 20 HPC (2013) 

Lewis Form Factor  Y 0.314 Childs (2004) 

Module (mm) m 4 HPC (2013) 

Allowable bending stress / Yield stress of induction 

hardened EN8 (Mpa) 

Sb 450 Grata CES (2014) 

 

 

Figure 35 - Gear diagram, BS ISO 10300; 2001 

Torque on pinion shaft  

+)#6H"	)I	JKIK)I	L!.(',MN � ON 60 ∗ 10002 ∗ P ∗ IN � 1 60 ∗ 10002 ∗ P ∗ 100 � 95.493R� 

Tangential force on pinion 

+.I/"I'K.S	()#T"	)I	JKIK)I, �� � 1000 ∗ MN@d	p2 B
� 1000 ∗ 95.493W762 X � 2512.97R 

Separating force between gears Y"J"#.'KI/	()#T", �� � �� ∗ tan]α_ � 2512.97 ∗ tan]20_ � 914.65	N	 
Gear thrust a".#	'!#HL', � � �� ∗ cos]ε	p_ � 914.65 ∗ cos]45_ �646.75	R 
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Pinion thrust OKIK)I	'!#HL', �N � � � 646.75	R 

Tooth bending stress  

+))'!	f"I%KI/	L'#"LL, g � ��b ∗ m ∗ Y � 2512.9720 ∗ 4 ∗ 0.314 � 100.039	MO. 

Factor of Safety 

�.T')#	)(	L.("'k	, �)L � Y�σ � 450100.039 � 4.49 
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Appendix F – estimation of torque at propellers 

Power inputs from “Pilot performance” section, corresponding drivetrain calculations use worst case 

(Instantaneous power input). Estimates are shown in Table 18 example calculations for the maximum , 

loading case are shown below; 

Inputs O) "#	KIJH' � 1000m,									OKS)'	T.%"IT" � 80nOM,									o((KTK"ITk � "L'K�.'"	()#	K%".S	T.L"� 0.98	 
Corrected available power 2p.KS.fS"	J) "# � o((KTK"ITk ∗ J) "#	KIJH' � 0.98 ∗ 1000 � 980m 

Cadence in radians per seconds 

3.%"IT", #.% � T.%"IT" ∗ 2 ∗ P60 � 80 ∗ 2 ∗ P60 � 8.378	#.%/L 

Torque at pedals 

+)#6H" � J) "#
T.%"IT"]#.%L _

� 9808.378 � 116.989R� 

Torque per propeller shaft 

+)#6H"	J"#	L!.(' � +)#6H"	.'	J"%.SL/".#	#.'K) ∗ IH�f"#	)(	L!.('L � 116.9892 ∗ 2 � 29.245R� 

Table 18 - torque estimation 

Pilot 

Fitn

ess 

Power 

input at 

cranks, 

W 

System 

mechanical 

efficiency 

estimate 

Corrected 

available 

power, W 

Cadenc

e,RPM 

Cadence

,rad/s 

Torque  

input, 

Nm 

Gea

r 

rati

o 

Numb

er of 

shafts 

Torque per 

shaft at 

prop, Nm 

High 350 0.98 343 50 5.236 65.508 2 2 16.377 

goo

d 270 0.88 237.6 50 5.236 45.378 2 2 11.345 

Low 135 0.88 118.8 50 5.236 22.689 2 2 5.672 

Max 1000 0.98 980 80 8.378 

116.97

9 2 2 29.245 
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Appendix G – shaft stresses and deflection 

The following calculations all show the final selected diameter.  Torsional, compression and bending stress 

theory from Hearn (1985), shaft deflection formulas from Oberg, Jones, Horton & Ryffell (2000), stress 

concentration factors from Pilkey (2008).  Inputs for all three shaft calculations are below in Table 19 and Table 

20. 

 

Table 19 - shaft calculation inputs 

symbol definition unit value source/ equation 

Th Propellor thrust force (total) N 170 Further research 

P Thrust force per shaft N 85 - Th/2 

T Torque per shaft Nm 29.24472079 Previous chapter 

Fg Gear thrust  N 646.75 Gear force chapter 

Fp Pinion gear thrust N 646.75 Gear force chapter 

D hollow shaft outside diameter m 0.025 Supplier;ClickMetals (2014) 

t Hollow shaft thickness m 0.0015 Supplier;ClickMetals (2014) 

d hollow shaft inner diameter m 0.022 D-2t 

L Hollow shaft length m 0.3841 CAD model (CM) 

L1 Hollow shaft ,R1 bearing distance m 0.05662 CM 

L2 Hollow shaft ,R2 bearing distance m 0.3353 CM 

di inner shaft min diameter m 0.015 CM at smallest diameter 

dm inner shaft max diameter m 0.018 CM 

cs shaft clearence m 0.0035 (d-di)/2 

r inner shaft step radius m 0.001 CM 

Ld Inner shaft Length m 0.598 CM 

k Inner shaft key width m 0.006 BS 4235 

rk Radius at bottom edge of keyway m 0.00025 BS 4235, part 1 1972, standard 

x inner shaft length m 0.5976 CM 

x1 Inner shaft, step distance m 0.0072 CM 

x2 Inner shaft, Fp distance m 0.0395 CM 

x3 Inner shaft, Rb bearing distance m 0.5207 CM 

La Drive shaft length m 0.0627 CM 

Dc Drive shaft min diameter m 0.015 CM at smallest diameter 

Dcm Drive shaft max diameter m 0.018 CM 

Lb Drive shaft, step 1 distance m 0.0108 CM 

Lc Drive shaft, Chain tension force distance m 0.019 CM 

Ld Drive shaft, step 2 distance m 0.053 CM 

r1 Drive shaft, step 1 radius m 0.001 CM 

r1 Drive shaft, step 2 radius m 0.001 CM 

 

 

 

 

Table 20 - material properties all information from Grata edupack (2013) 
Material gr��>4 , Yield strength (Pa) E, Elastic Modulus 

(Pa) 

G, Modulus of rigidity (Pa) 

AISI 316 290000000 1.93E+11 7030000000 
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Hollow shaft  

The hollow shaft transmits torque from a bevel gear to the 1
st

 propeller. Thrust from the gears and propeller 

also act on the shaft as shown in Figure 36 and the free body diagram is shown in Figure 37. 

 

 

Figure 36 – Hollow shaft forces 

 

Figure 37 - Hollow shaft free body diagram 

 

Torsion induced stress 

Polar moment of inertia  

J)S.#	�)�"I'	)(	KI"#'K., sJ � P]-t , %t_32  

sJ � P]0.025t , 0.022t_32 � 1.535 ∗ 10uv�t 

Shear stress 

Y!".#	L'#"LL, wx� � @+ ∗ -2B sJ 

wx� � @29.24 ∗ 0.0252 B ∗ 1.535 ∗ 10uv � 23812607O. 

Axial load induced stress 

Total compressive force 3)�J#"LLKp"	()#T", 3 � O ; �/ 3 � O ; �/ � 85 ; 646.75 � 731.75 3 � ,731.75R 

Note; negative because of notation 

Cross sectional area of shaft 

2#"., 2 � P @-2B
& , P @%2B

&
 

2 � P @0.0252 B& , P @0.0222 B& � 0.00011�& 

Compressive stress 

3)�J#"LLKp"	L'#"LL, 	g� � 32 � , 731.750.00011 � ,6607781.9O. 

 

Bending Induced stress 

Bearing reaction force R1y 
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�Moments	at	R2 � 0 

	 ]�J ∗ A2_ , ]n1k ∗ ]A2 , A1__ 	� 0 ∴ n1k � ]�J ∗ A2_/]A2 , A1_ 
n1k � 646.75 ∗ 0.33530.3353 , 0.05662 � 778.156R 

Bearing reaction force R2y 

�Moments	at	R1 � 0 

	 ]�J ∗ A1_ ; ]n2k ∗ ]A2 , A1__ � 0 ∴
n2k � �J ∗ A1,]A2 , A1_ � 646.75 ∗ 0.05662,]0.3353 , 0.05662_ � ,131.4R 

Check reaction forces 

�Vertical	forces � 0 

�J , ]n1k ; n2k_ � 0 ∴646.75 , ]778.156 , 131.4_ � 0 
Shear stress and bending moments 

Table 34 – hollow shaft bending moment and shear force distribution. 

Location – referenced to figure 81 Fp R1 R2 P 

Distance from Fp 0 0.05662 0.3353 0.3841 

Shear stress 646.7533036 -131.402225 -131.402225 0 

Bending moment equations 0 (L2-L1)*R2 0 0 

Bending moments 0 -36.61917205 0 0 

Maximum bending moment M.�K�H�	f"I%KI/	�)�"I',M � ,36.62R� 
Area moment of inertia in direction of bending 

2#".	�)�"I'	)(	KI"#'K., s � P-t	 , 	%t64 		 
s � P 0.025t	 , 	0.022t64 � 7.676 ∗ 10u��t 

Bending stress 

�"I%KI/	L'#"LL, g� � Mks ,										 !"#"	k � -2 � 0.0125� 

g� � ,36.62 ∗ 0.01257.676 ∗ 10u� �	,59634554.1O.			 
Total stress in vertical plane g� � 0 

Total stress in horizontal plane M.�K�H�	T)�fKI.'K)I	)(	!)#K�)I.S	L'#"LL"L, g� � g� ; 3 g� � ,59634554.1 , 6607781.9 � 53026772.23O. 
Principle stress 1  

gC � g� ; g�2 ; �@g� ; g�2 B& ; wx�					& 

gC � 0 ; 53026772.232 ; �@0 ; 53026772.232 B& ; 23812607& � 62150443.82O. 

 

Principle stress 2 g& � 0 
Principle stress 3 
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gF � g� ; g�2 , �@g� ; g�2 B& ; wx�					& 

gF � 0 ; 53026772.232 , �@0 ; 53026772.232 B& ; 23812607& � ,9123671.6O. 

Von Mises stress, combined loading 

g����� � �0.5]]]g1 , g2_&__ ; ]]g2 , g3_&_ ; ]]g3 , g1_&_ � �0.5]]]62150443.82 , 0_&__ ; ]]0 ; 9123671.6_&_ ; ]],9123671.6 , 67178562.72_&_ g����� � 67178562.72O. 
Factor of safety, Von Mises 

 �)Y � gr��>4/g�����  �)Y � 29000000067178562.72 � 4.32 

FoS is above what is needed. 

Angle of twist 2I/S"	)(	' KL', � � +A/sJa 

� � 29.2 ∗ 0.38411.54 ∗ 10uv ∗ 7030000000 � 0.104n.% 

�%"/ � � ∗ 180P � 0.14 ∗ 180P � 5.96	%"/#""L 

Beam Deflection – to check deflection at gear and clearance between shafts. Equations adapted from Oberg, 

Jones, Horton and Ryffel (2000) 

Deflection at the gear end 

-"(S"T'K)I	.'	'!"	/".#	"I%, � � 	�N ∗ AC& ∗ A&3os  

� � 	 646.75 ∗ 0.05662& ∗ 0.33533 ∗ 1.93 ∗ 10uCC ∗ 7.675 ∗ 10u� � 0.000156� 

�.I/ � YKIuC @ �ACB � YKIuC @0.0001560.0566 B � 0.158	%"/ 

This is within recommended limits  

Max deflection 

Max deflection is found between the supports 

M.�K�H�	%"(S"T'K)I, ��.� � ,	 �N24os ]AC A&& ; 2A&AC& ; ACF_ 
��.� � ,	646.75 ∗ ]]0.05662 ∗ 0.3353& _ ; ]2 ∗ 0.3353 ∗ 0.05662& _ ; 0.05662F __24 ∗ 1.93 ∗ 10uCC ∗ 7.675 ∗ 10u�  ��.� � ,0.000158� 

Inner shaft 

The inner shaft forces are shown in Figure 38. 

 
Figure 38 - Inner shaft reaction forces 
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Figure 39 - inner shaft shoulder 

 
Figure 40 - inner shaft keyway 

Force and step location have been combined to simplify 

 
Figure 41 - inner shaft free-body diagram 

This shaft has a step and a keyway, Figure 39 and Figure 40, and these will both induce stress concentrations.  

Roymech (2013) states that for such cases “It is often sufficient to calculate the deflections based on the shaft 

being one diameter”. Stress concentration factors from Pilkey (2008) are used to account for the local stress 

risers. As figure 83 shows a spacer ring has been included in the design, this allows for a large step radius 

(reduced stress concentration) without the risk of the shaft becoming stuck inside the bearing. 

 

 

 

 

 

Torsion induced stress 

Initial calculations follow the same procedure as the hollow shaft and are presented in Table 21. 

 

Table 21 - inner shaft nominal torque 

Symbol Description Formula Value 

T Torque per shaft, Nm  Found previously 29.24472079 

Ip polar moment of inertia, m^4 πdm^4/32 1.0306E-08 

Τxy nom Nominal shear stress, Pa (T*di/2)/Ip 21282313.09 

Stress concentration factor at shoulder 

-K.�"'"#	#"S.'K)IL!KJ, %�%� � 0.0180.015 � 1.2 

n.%KHL	#"S.'K)IL!KJ, #%� � 0.0010.015 � 0.0667 

These relationships can then be used to look up the stress concentration factor in Pilkey (2008), chart 3.12, 

P167 L'#"LL	T)IT"I'#.'K)I	(.T')#	()#	L!)HS%"#	KI	')#LK)I	, ��� � 1.45 
Maximum stress at shoulder wx�	�	�	x � wx�	��� ∗ ���  wx�	�	�	x � 21282313 ∗ 1.45 � 3085935O. 

Stress concentration factor at keyway 

Stress concentration factor is found from chart 5.2 in Pilkey (2008) p431 using the shaft and key dimensions. L'#"LL	T)IT"I'#.'K)I	(.T')#	()#	'!"	�"k .k	KI	')#LK)I	, ��� � 2.2 
Maximum stress at keyway wx�	�	�	x � wx�	��� ∗ ���  
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wx�	�	�	x � 21282313 ∗ 2.2 � 46821088.81O. 

 

Maximum stress due to torsion wx�	�	x � S.#/"L'	L'#"LL � wx�	�	�	x 	 wx�	�	x � 	46821088.81O. 

Axial load induced stress 

Initial calculations for nominal stresses are similar to those for the hollow shaft and a shown below in Table 

22. Stress concentrations effects of keyways are dominant under torsion and bending and be ignored for axial 

stress calculations, Pilkey (2008). 

 

Table 22 - Inner shaft nominal axial stress 

Symbol Description Formula Value 

P Prop thrust force through shaft (N)  From previous                   85 

Fg Gear thrust (N)  From previous 646.7533036 

C Total compressive force (N) P +Fg -731.7533036 

A cross sectional area (m^2) π*((di/2)^2) 0.000176715 

σynom Nominal stress (Pa) C/A -4140876.636 

 

Stress concentration factor for the shoulder -K.�"'"#	#"S.'K)IL!KJ, 1.2 n.%KHL	#"S.'K)IL!KJ, 0.0667 

Stress concentration factor for step in axial loading obtained from Pilkey (2008) chart 3.4, P157 Y'#"LL	T)IT"I'#.'K)I	(.T')#, �' � 2 
Axial stress at shoulder g	����>4�
 � �' ∗ g	���� � 2 ∗ ,4140876.64 � ,8281753.27O. 

Maximum axial stress M.�K�H�	.�K.S	L'#"LL, g		�	x � max L'#"LL	p.SH" � g	����>4�
 	 g		�	x � ,8281753.27O. 

Bending induced stress 

Bearing reaction force Ra 

�Moments	at	Rb � 0 

	 ]�N ∗ ]�F , �&__ , ]n	 ∗ �F_ � 0 ∴
n	 � �N ∗ ]�F , �&_�F � 646.75 ∗ ]0.5207 , 0.0395_0.5207 � 597.69R	 

Bearing reaction force Rb 

�Moments	at	Ra � 0 

	 ]n� ∗ �F_ , ]�N ∗ �&_ � 0 ∴
n� � �N ∗ �&�F � 646.75 ∗ 0.03950.5207 � 49.06R 

Check reaction forces are in equilibrium 

�Vertical	forces � 0 

�N∴ , n	] n�; _ � � 0 0646.75 , ]597.69 ; 49.06_ � 0 
Shear force and bending moments 

Shear force and bending moment calculations are shown below in Table 23 
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Table 23 - Shear force and bending moment calculations, stress concentration factors from 

Pilkey (2008) chart 3.10, p165 

Location – Figure 41 Ra Step Fp Rb End 

distance from Ra, m 0 0.0072 0.0395 0.5207 0.5976 

Shear stress, Pa 597.69 597.691 -646.753 49.062 0 

Bending moment 

equations 0 Ra*x1 Ra*x2 (Fp*(x3-x2))-(Ra*x3) 0 

M, Bending moments, 

Nm 0 4.3034 23.609 0 0 

Kb, stress concentration 

factor at step in bending -  2  -  -  - 

Ii, Area moment of 

inertia, m
4
 = π(diameter 

at location^4) / 64  2.48505E-09 

2.48505E-

09 5.153E-09 5.153E-09 5.153E-09 

Nominal bending stress 

equations 

σ=(M*(di/2))

/Ii 

σ=(M*(di/

2))/Ii 

σ=(M*(dm/2

))/Ii σ=(M*(dm/2))/Ii 

σ=(M*(dm

/2))/Ii 

Nominal bending stress 0 

12987797.

89 

41234086.9

8 0 0 

actual bending stress 

0 

25975595.

78 

41234086.9

8 0 0 

 

Max bending stress 

Despite the step stress concentration the max stress is at Fp due to its thicker diameter. Note; There is no 

stress concentration at the key way for bending because the bending moment at that location = 0 M.�	f"I%KI/	L'#"LL, g��	x � L'#"LL	.'	�J �	� �41234086.98O. 
Total stress in horizontal plane +)'.S	L'#"LL, gx � 0 

Total stress in vertical plane  +)'.S	L'#"LL, g� � g	�	x ; g��	x  g� � ,8281753.27 , 41234086.98 � 	,49515840.25O. 

Combined stress 

Principle stresses and mises stress 

Calculation follow the same procedure as the hollow shaft, results are presented below in Table 24 

 

Table 24 - Principle and Von Mises stresses 

symb

ol 

descripti

on 

formula units value 

      

σ1 Principle 

stress 1 

 

 

 

Pa 28205925.

71 

σ2 Principle 

stress 2 

- Pa 0 

σ3 Principle 

stress 3 
 

Pa -

77721765.

97 

σMise

s 

σ max 

Von 

mises 

stress 

SQRT(0.5(((σ1-σ2)^2))+((σ2-σ3)^2)+((σ3-σ1)^2)) Pa 95018216.

71 

Factor of safety �)Y � gr��>4/g�����  

2

2

1
22

xy

yxyx τ
σσσσ

σ +






 −
+

+
=
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�)Y � 29000000095018216.71 � 3.05 

Shaft deflection 

Again the minimum diameter is used for deflection calculations giving an estimate above real life. 

Angle of twist 2I/S"	)(	' KL', � � +A4/sJa 

� � 29.2 ∗ 0.5981.03 ∗ 10uv ∗ 7030000000 � 0.241n.% 

�%"/ � � ∗ 180P � 0.241 ∗ 180P � 13.8	%"/#""L 

This is a reasonably small deflection considering the length of the shaft and is within limits  . 

Deflection at gear 

%"(S"T'K)I	.'	/".#, � � �J ∗ �&& ∗ ]�F , �&_&3os�F  

� � 646.75 ∗ 0.0395& ∗ ]0.5207 , 0.0395_&3os ∗ 0.5207 � 0.00031� 

�������	����������	��	���� 

	�.I/ � YKIuC @ ��&B � YKIuC @0.000310.0395 B � 0.45	%"/#""L 

Maximum shaft deflection 

��.� � �N ∗ �& ∗ �
]�F , �&_ ∗  W13X ; @ 2 ∗ �&3 ∗ ]�F , �&_B¡

F

3 ∗ o ∗ �F ∗ sC  

��.� � 646.75 ∗ 0.0395 ∗ �
]0.5207 , 0.0395_ ∗  W13X ; @ 2 ∗ 0.03953 ∗ ]0.5207 , 0.0395_B¡

F

3 ∗ 1.93 ∗ 10CC ∗ 0.5207 ∗ 2.485 ∗ 10u�  ��.� � 0.0009� 

It can now be checked that the hollow and inner shaft don’t clash at max deflections. 

Internal shaft clearance KI'"#I.S	L!.('	TS".#.IT" � I)�KI.S	L!.('	TS".#.IT", 3� , ]!)SS) � max;	KII"#	�max_ KI'"#I.S	L!.('	TS".#.IT" � 0.0035 , ]0.0009 ; 0.000158_ � 0.0027� 

With 2.7mm clearance at combined max shaft deflections, the shafts will not clash during loading. 

 

Drive shaft 

The procedure follows the same methods as previously used only without the torsion equations as there is 

none in the shaft. Steps have been accounted for in the stress calculations but the circlip groove hasn’t 

because it lies outside of the support bearing and therefor any axial or bending forces are negligible. The 

reaction forces and free-body diagram are given in Figure 42. 
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Figure 42 - drive Shaft reaction forces (left) and free body diagram (right) 

 

Axial stress 

Axial uses the same calculations as the inner shaft and are presented in Table 25. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 25 - drive shaft axial stress calculations 

Symbol Description Formula Value 

A cross sectional area (m^2) pi*((Dc/2)^2) 0.0001767 

σy axial Stress Fg/A 3659875.03 

stress at step 

1       

- diamter relation, step Dcm/Dc 1.2 

- radius relation r1/Dc 

0.06666666

7 

Kt 

stress concentration factor for 

compression 

Found in Pilkey (2008) chart 3.4, 

p157  2 

σs1 Max stress at step 

 

σs1=kt*σy 

7319750.06

1 

B1v bearing 1 vertical reaction force sum of vertical forces = 0  

646.753303

6 

stress at step 

2       

σs2 Max stress at step 2 same as step 1 

7319750.06

1 

        

σamax max axial stress   

7319750.06

1 

 

Bending stress 

Calculation of the support reaction forces, Table 26. 

 

Table 26 - support reaction forces calculations 
Bending 

stress    

Fc Chain tension, N from previous 1000 

B1 

 

bearing 1 horizontal reaction force 
 

(B1*La)=(Fc*(La-Lc)) 

B1=(Fc*(La-Lc))/La 696.97 

B2 

 

bearing 2 horizontal reaction force 
 

(B2*La)=(Fc*Lc) 

B2=(Fc*Lc)/La 303.03 
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  Check. sum up vertical = 0 Fc-(B1+B2)=0 0 

 

 

Drive shaft bending moment and shear force calculations are shown below in Table 27 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 27 - Drive shaft bending moment and shear force calculations 

Location B1 

Step 1, 

Lb Lc Step 2, Ld La 

distance from B1 0 0.0108 0.019 0.053 0.019 

Shear stress N 696.97 696.97 -303.03 -303.03 0 

Bending moment equations 0 Lb*-B1 Lc*-B1 

((Ld-Lc)*Fc)-

(Ld*B1) 0 

Bending moments Nm 0 -7.527 -13.242 -2.939 0 

Stress concentration factor at step in bending, 

Kb,  pilkey(2008), chart 3.10 p 165   2   2   

diameter Dc Dc Dcm Dc Dc 

Area moment of inertia, Ii,   π (diameter at 

location^4)/64  2.485E-09 

2.485E-

09 

5.153E-

09 2.485E-09 

2.485

E-09 

nominal Bending Stress, σnom, where y = 

diameter at location/2 Pa  

 0 

-

2271768

0.12 

-

2312863

9.52 

-

8871235.79

5 0 

actual bending stresses, σb, acounting for 

stress concentration, Pa 

0 

-

4543536

0.24 

-

2312863

9.52 

-

8871235.79

5 0 

max bending stress, σbmax, Pa 

-

45435360.2

4         

 

Total stress values are shown below in Table 28. 

 

Table 28 - Drive shaft total stress values. 

Txy Torque stress, Pa   0 

σy Total stress in vertical plane, Pa   -52755110.3 

σx Total stress in horizontal plane, Pa   0 

 

 

Table 29 drive shaft FoS calculation 

Symbol Description Formula Units Value 

σ1 Principle stress 1 

  

Pa 0 

σ2 Principle stress 2   Pa 0 

σ3 Principle stress 3  Pa -52755110.3 

2

2

1
22

xy

yxyx τ
σσσσ

σ +






 −
+

+
=
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σMises 

σ max Von mises 

stress SQRT(0.5(((σ1-σ2)^2))+((σ2-σ3)^2)+((σ3-σ1)^2)) Pa 52755110.3 

Fos Von Mises σyield/σ Mises - 5.497 

The FoS calculations are shown inTable 29. Deflection of this shaft won’t be an issue as the loading case is 

similar to that of the inner shaft which was in limits. 

 

Appendix H – hatch modifications 

The interlocking tabs were removed and replaced with a recessed section of the hull made from foam and 

fibreglass onto which the hatch sits. This is shown in Figure 43 

 
Figure 43 – Foam section used to create hatch recess. 

 
Figure 44 – Laying up of hatch recess composite. 

The hull was placed in the mould with a non-stick film between the two surfaces. The lid was coated in non-

stick tape and placed in position in the mould. Figure 44 shows the glass fibre weave with the foam core was 

then applied over the seal between the hatch and the hull.  

The lid was then released from the hull. Spring pins shown in Figure 45where bonded to the hull using small L-

sections of aluminium and similar L-sections bonded into the hull in the same manner. These are used to lock 

the hatch in place.  
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Figure 45 – Release mechanism 

 

After the main hatch was firmly locked in place using the spring pins, the hatch still flexed and lifted in places, 

the hatch was then returned to the mould to give the hull form and carbon fibre was used to reinforce the 

shape of the mould. This is shown in  

 

 
Figure 46 – Carbon fibre reinforcement of the hatch 

The gaps around the edges of the hatch were filled with P38 and sanded down to obtain a smooth interface 

between the hatch and the hull.  This is shown in Figure 47 
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Figure 47 – Filling the gap between the hatch and the hull. 

 

Appendix I – Additional variable pitch propeller calculations 

Once the optimum range of blade angles throughout the operating velocity range of the submarine had been 

determined using QPROP, the mechanism design had to be updated accordingly. The primary influence on the 

pitch of the blade is the length of the two cranks (shown in Figure 48) linking the control shaft and blade 

holders. For a given travel and hence centre distance, known total pitch change, and pitch change per gear 

shift, it is possible to determine the required crank lengths. 

 
Figure 48 – Diagram showing lever lengths and angles. 

The relationship between the crank lengths and resulting angles can be easily calculated using the cosine rule, 

shown below in equation 7. This can be rearranged to give equation 7, and find angles ¢, £, or ¤ depending 

which lengths are used. 

Knowing the actual angle of the blade holder at a given point is not actually necessary – the important 

parameter is the overall change in blade pitch, dBeta. 

 

By aligning the front planes of both the blade holder and the crank attached to it, with the mechanism in the 

highest pitch position, dowel holes can be projected in Solidworks from the blade holder onto the surface of 

the crank, and fixed at this angle. Provided the blade is aligned correctly in the holder, the propeller will be at 

the correct angle in the default spring position. 

7  .& � f& ; T& , 2fT cos]¢_  

 ¢ � cosuC ?f& ; T& , .&2fT G  
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In theory, the greatest potential performance gains will be found in the lower range of submarine velocities, as 

these are the most extreme ‘off-design’ case. It is therefore desirable to design the variable pitch mechanism 

to match the ideal efficiency curve as closely as possible in this region. As shown in Table 30 this was done by 

selecting the shortest possible value for crank A and goal seeking the required length of crank B to give the full 

-17 degrees dBeta. Conversely, by selecting the longest possible value for crank A, and goal seeking the length 

of crank B, gear shifts are skewed towards the higher end of the velocity range. 

 

Torque on the blade holder 

The force applied to crank A by the spring is defined by Hooke’s Law: 

Where � is the centre distance between crank ends, and � in this case was assumed to be 1.23N/m based on a 

suitably sized spring found from (RS Components 2014). The free spring length specified was 0.135m, giving a 

pre-compressed section of 0.04m. For a given length of crank B A¥, the torque, +, on the blade holder for any 

angle is given by: 

The resulting range of torques was plotted against slider travel, shown in Figure 50. 

 

Figure 49 – Graph of required pitch change with increasing submarine velocity.  Required gear shifts are 

depicted by the square markers along the line. 
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Figure 50 – Torque on blade holder by return spring with increasing slider travel.Slider travel is assumed zero at 

maximum pitch, and will tend to this position due to spring force. 

As seen in section  5.2, the Clark-Y aerofoil produces a negative pitching moment throughout the operating 

range of blade angle as it is a cambered foil. This means that the blade will tend to a low pitch position if left 

free to rotate. This effect is greatest at the highest angles of attack, or at the submarine’s top speed. This is in 

direct contrast with the torque generated by the spring on the blade, which is at its lowest in the position of 

highest pitch, as the spring is under least compression. It will therefore be necessary to select a spring with 

sufficient spring rate to ensure that the blade does not remain at a lower than optimum pitch when operating 

at maximum forward velocity. 

 

QMIL fluid constants file 
 999   ! rho (kg/m^3)  density 
 1.15E-3 ! mu (kg/m-s)  dynamic viscosity 
 1467.5  ! a  (m/s)   speed of sound 

QMIL input file 
# Prop optimised for 7knots 
 
 2    ! Nblades 
 
 0.57  6.88   ! CL0  CL_a 
-0.92  1.80   ! CLmin CLmax 
 
 0.0072 0.009 0.004 0.68  ! CD0  CD2u  CD2l CLCD0 
 2147630  -0.500       ! REref 
 
 0.0  0.5  1.0  ! XIdes  (r/R locations where design cl is specified) 
 0.67 0.67 0.67 ! CLdes  (specified cl) 
 
 0.07  ! hub radius(m) 
 0.4   ! tip radius(m) 
 3.60  ! speed(m/s) 
 130.0  ! rpm 
 
 0.0   ! Thrust(N)  ( 0 if power specified ) 
 400   ! Power(W)  ( 0 if thrust specified ) 
 
 0   0  ! Ldes  KQdes 
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 9    ! Nout  number of output stations (optional) 
 

QPROP motor input file 
Basic   ! name 
 1    ! motor type (1 = permanent-magnet brushed or brushless DC motor) 
 1    ! motor parameter 1 , R (Ohms)   for motor type 1 
 0    ! motor parameter 2 , Io (Amps)   for motor type 1 
 0.1   ! motor parameter 3 , Kv (rpm/Volt) for motor type 1 

 

QPROP geometry input file 
# Prop optimised for 7knots          
 
  2    ! Nblades 
 
  0.5700 6.8800  ! CL0  CL_a  
 -0.9200 1.8000  ! CLmin CLmax 
 
  0.00720 0.00900 0.00400 0.6800  ! CD0  CD2u CD2l CLCD0 
 2147630.0 -0.500      ! REref REexp 
 
  1.0000 1.0000 1.0000  ! Rfac  Cfac  Bfac 
  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  ! Radd  Cadd  Badd 
  
#    r      c    beta 
  0.88333E-01 0.23921E-01 72.8590 
  0.12500   0.31089E-01 66.1741 
  0.16167   0.35880E-01 60.1336 
  0.19833   0.38146E-01 54.7632 
  0.23500   0.38008E-01 50.0366 
  0.27167   0.35701E-01 45.8981 
  0.30833   0.31382E-01 42.2802 
  0.34500   0.24862E-01 39.1145 
  0.38167   0.14508E-01 36.3374 
  0.40000   0.78934E-02 35.0945 

QPROP Motor File 
 
Basic   ! name 
 
 1    ! motor type (1 = permanent-magnet brushed or brushless DC 
motor) 
 
 1   ! motor parameter 1 , R (Ohms)   for motor type 1 
 0   ! motor parameter 2 , Io (Amps)   for motor type 1 
 0.1 ! motor parameter 3 , Kv (rpm/Volt) for motor type 1QPROP motor 
input file 
Basic   ! name 

 1    ! motor type (1 = permanent-magnet brushed or brushless DC motor) 
 1    ! motor parameter 1 , R (Ohms)   for motor type 1 
 0    ! motor parameter 2 , Io (Amps)   for motor type 1 
 0.1   ! motor parameter 3 , Kv (rpm/Volt) for motor type 1 
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Spreadsheet of crank length calculations 

Inputs 
  

Index 
Slider 

Travel 

Centre 

Distance 
α β θ γ 

dBeta/

shift 

dBeta 

(Actual) 
Velocity dBeta (Ideal) 

Variable Value Units - (m) (m) ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ (m/s) ˚ 

Crank A length 0.03 m 1 0 0.0359 84.0 53.7 126.3 42.3 -1.1 -20.2 -0.6 -24.4 

Crank B length 0.0443 m 2 4.3E-3 0.0402 76.7 62.0 118.0 41.2 -1.7 -19.1 -0.4 -20.9 

Slider available 

travel 0.0301 m 3 8.6E-3 0.0445 69.9 70.6 109.4 39.5 -2.3 -17.4 
0.0 

-17.4 

Slider total travel 0.0215 m 4 12.9E-3 0.0488 63.2 79.6 100.4 37.2 -2.8 -15.1 0.5 -13.9 

Travel per shift 4.3E-3 m 5 17.2E-3 0.0531 56.5 89.1 90.9 34.4 -3.4 -12.3 1.1 -10.4 

dBeta per shift 3.48 ˚ 6 21.5E-3 0.0574 49.6 99.4 80.6 31.0 -4.0 -9.0 1.7 -7.0 

7 25.8E-3 0.0617 42.2 110.8 69.2 27.0 -4.9 -4.9 2.6 -3.5 

Input   8 30.1E-3 0.066 33.7 124.2 55.8 22.1 0 3.6 0.0 

Output   

Table 30. Crank length spreadsheet calculations 

 

 


